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ABSTRACT

Yu, Guimei. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2016. Affinity Cryo-Electron Microscopy:
Methods Development and Applications. Major Professor: Dr. Wen Jiang

Single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is an emerging powerful tool
for structural studies of macromolecular assemblies. Although less concentrated and
smaller amounts of samples are required for single particle cryo-EM compared to X-ray
crystallography, it remains challenging to study specimens that are low-abundance, lowyield, or short-lived. The recent development of affinity grid techniques holds great
promise to tackle these challenging samples by combining the sample purification and
freezing on TEM grids steps in cryo-EM grid preparation into a single step, revolutionize
the grid preparation of cryo-EM, and extend single particle cryo-EM to a routine
structural biology tool to characterize structures of a broad spectrum of macromolecules.
In my PhD study, I have established a new design of the affinity cryo-EM approach,
cryo-SPIEM that applies a traditional pathogen diagnosis tool Solid Phase Immune
Electron Microscopy (SPIEM) to the single particle cryo-EM method, and also
systematically explored the applications of affinity EM approaches and the potentials of
affinity cryo-EM approaches for near-atomic single particle 3-D reconstruction. The
cryo-SPIEM approach provides an alternative, largely simplified and easier to use affinity
grid that directly works with most native macromolecular complexes with established
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antibodies, and enables cryo-EM studies of native samples directly from cell cultures.
The application of the affinity cryo-EM approach for high-resolution cryo-EM has been
demonstrated successfully by solving a 6.3 Å structure of Tulane virus using the
polylysine-based affinity grid, and a 2.6 Å structure of Tulane virus using the antibodybased affinity grid with a sample of low concentrations that defies standard cryo-EM
study. Moreover, we have applied the affinity grid technique to investigate the interaction
between Tulane virus and its cellular receptor Histo-blood group antigens, which
revealed the potential roles of HBGA receptors in mediating genome release.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview of cryo-EM

Single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is an emerging structural
biology tool for resolving structures of macromolecules (Belnap, 2015; Frank, 2016;
Skiniotis and Southworth, 2016). As shown in Figure 1.1, in single particles cryo-EM,
sample to be characterized is frozen in a thin film of vitreous ice, which is subsequently
imaged using the transmission electron microscope (TEM) for 2-D projection images of
the sample particles. After computationally determining the orientations of individual
particles from the 2-D projection images, a 3-D model will be generated accordingly for
structural interpretation of the target macromolecule.

Figure 1.1. The basic idea of structure determination using single particle
cryo-EM. The overall process of cryo-EM consists of sample freezing, 2-D
images collection and single particle analysis for view determination and 3-D
reconstruction. The figure was adapted from Skiniotis et al., 2016, Microscopy,
doi:10.1093.
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In contrast to X-ray crystallography, single particle cryo-EM has multiple
advantages. First, it is applicable to a broader range of proteins including those are
refractory to crystallization, and can solve high-resolution structures more quickly using
fewer amounts of samples. Secondly, with single particle cryo-EM, target
macromolecules will be maintained at close-to-native conditions and thus the determined
structures will represent more closely the biological states. Moreover, by using single
particle cryo-EM, multiple functional conformations can be computationally resolved
from a single data set of given macromolecules (Bai et al., 2015b). These superior
properties of single particle cryo-EM make it a promising, more efficient and informative
structural biology tool, which will benefit structural studies of macromolecules and
structure-based drug design.

1.2

Advances revolutionizing cryo-EM

The achievable resolution of single particle cryo-EM 3-D reconstructions has been
limited by multiple factors including the intrinsic low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
radiation damage of samples, and blurring of images due to beam-induced particle
motion (Kuhlbrandt, 2014). The cryo-EM field has gone through remarkable
advancement in recent 2-3 years, largely due to the introduction of direct electron
detectors (DDDs) that provides partial solution to such resolution-limiting factors (Bai et
al., 2015a). Traditionally, charge-coupled device (CCD) and photographic films have
been used as image recorders for cryo-EM, with which one frame per area of interest is
taken. Inevitably, such images recorded by CCD/film contain beam-induced blurring as
shown in Figure 1.2A. With the fast recording DDDs, however, a serial of frames can be
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Figure 1.2. Motion correction by DDDs. (A) images recorded using traditional
CCDs or photographic films that contain beam-induced blurring of structural
features. (B) movies recorded for areas of interest with DDDs that allow motion
correction and correction of image blurring. The figure is adapted from Bai et al.,
2015, Trends in Biochemical Science 40(1):49.
taken for individual area of interest, whereby the beam-induced motion can be corrected
by aligning the frames (Fig. 1.2B). The DDDs not only can correct the image blurring by
motion, but also has significantly improved detective quantum efficacy (DQE) and
therefore provide images with better SNRs (Li et al., 2013). Moreover, recording of
movie data for cryo-EM by DDDs also provided a solution to compensate for damage of
sample due to dose accumulation (Grant and Grigorieff, 2015; Wang et al., 2014). With
the power of DDDs, near-atomic structures of relatively small macromolecules (e.g.,
<500 KDa) have been successfully resolved, such as the 3.4 Å TRPV1 ion channel of
~300 KDa (Liao et al., 2013), the 2.2 Å β-galactosidase of 465 KDa (Bartesaghi et al.,
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2015) and the 3.4 Å γ secretase of ~170 KDa (Bai et al., 2015b). The more recent
breakthrough in Volta phase plate technique (Danev and Baumeister, 2016; Khoshouei et
al., 2016) holds great potential to bring single particle cryo-EM to samples of even
smaller molecular mass (e.g., <100 KDa), which together with continuous advances in
image processing algorithms will make single particle cryo-EM a routine structural
biology tool in the near future.

1.3

Improving cryo-EM grid preparation

Figure 1.3. Advances in the single particle cryo-EM technique. The advances
in single particle cryo-EM have been centered on hardware (e.g., Titan Krios
TEM, phase plate and DDDs), and image processing algorithms (e.g.,
EMAN/EMAN2, RELION, JSPR software and so on). Not much improvement
in the grid preparation step including sample purification and freezing has been
made over decades. The figure is adapted from Orlova et al., Chem. Rev.
187(1):1, 2011.
As described in section 1.2, extensive efforts have been devoted to improve the
hardware and image processing algorithms involved in the single particle cryo-EM
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technique. In contrast, the grid preparation step of single particle cryo-EM that usually
consists of sample purification and sample freezing on TEM grids has not been explored
thoroughly (Fig. 1.3). Although single particle cryo-EM has less stringent requirement for
samples in terms of amount, concentration and purity, there are still a lot of challenging
samples beyond the reach of standard cryo-EM approach, such as samples of very lowyield/low-concentration, and labile complexes that cannot survive standard biochemical
purification (Orlova and Saibil, 2011; Skiniotis and Southworth, 2016). In an attempt to
optimize cryo-EM grid preparation and also tackle challenging samples to cryo-EM, we
have explored the affinity cryo-EM approach. Specifically, we have designed a new
antibody-based affinity cryo-EM technique that provides an easy to use, effort-saving
specimen preparation approach for the single particles cryo-EM structural studies of
macromolecules (Yu et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2014). The unique “purification and
concentration” step involved in the affinity cryo-EM technique have enabled cryo-EM
studies of nonpurified and/or low-concentration samples. More recently, we have further
proven that near-atomic structures could be obtained with this antibody-based affinity
grid technique by solving TV viral particles to 2.6 Å (Yu et al., to be published). In
addition, we have also successfully demonstrated the application of affinity grids for ongrid assays.
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CHAPTER 2. DEVELOPMENT OF ANTIBODY-BASED AFFINITY CRYO-EM
APPROACH

2.1

Chapter overview

Single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is an emerging powerful tool
for structural studies of macromolecular assemblies (i.e., protein complexes and viruses).
Although single particle cryo-EM requires less concentrated and smaller amounts of
samples than X-ray crystallography, it remains challenging to study specimens that are
low-abundance, low-yield, or short-lived. The recent development of affinity grid
techniques can potentially further extend single particle cryo-EM to these challenging
samples by combining sample purification and cryo-EM grid preparation into a single
step. Here we establish a new design of affinity cryo-EM approach, cryo-SPIEM, that
applies a traditional pathogen diagnosis tool Solid Phase Immune Electron Microscopy
(SPIEM) to the single particle cryo-EM method. This approach provides an alternative,
largely simplified and easier to use affinity grid that directly works with most native
macromolecular complexes with established antibodies, and enables cryo-EM studies of
native samples directly from cell cultures. In the present work, we extensively tested the
feasibility of cryo-SPIEM with multiple samples including those of high or low
molecular weight, macromolecules with low or high symmetry, His-tagged or native
particles, and high- or low-yield macromolecules. Results for all these samples (non-
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purified His-tagged bacteriophage T7, His-tagged E. coli ribosomes, native Sindbis virus,
and purified but low-concentration native Tulane virus) demonstrated the capability of
cryo-SPIEM approach in specifically trapping and concentrating target particles on TEM
grids with minimal view constraints for cryo-EM imaging and determination of 3-D
structures. This part of work has been published (Yu et al., 2014) with Guimei Yu, author
of this dissertation, as the first author.

2.2

Introduction

Solid Phase Immune Electron Microscopy (SPIEM) was first developed as a
quantitative assay of plant viruses by Derrick in 1973 (Derrick, 1973a). By precoating a
TEM sample grid with a particular antiserum, target virus particles were specifically
trapped and concentrated on the grid surface. This method that combines serology and
electron microscopy was commonly used in the detection and rapid diagnosis of many
plant viruses (Derrick, 1973b; Paliwal, 1977) and mammalian viruses (Berthiaume et al.,
1981; Lewis, 1991; Nicolaieff et al., 1980). This technique was later modified by
introducing Protein A (Shukla and Gough, 1979), a protein that was initially found in the
cell wall of Staphylococcus aureus and can specifically bind to the Fc region of IgG
antibodies. The treatment of TEM grids with Protein A prior to antiserum coating
allowed specific extraction of IgGs from the non-purified antiserums, presented them in
optimal orientations for pathogen binding and therefore increased the sensitivity of this
technique (Gough and Shukla, 1980; Shukla and Gough, 1979). Protein A SPIEM was an
essential tool for rapid virus detection (Berthiaume et al., 1981; Wu et al., 1990),
serology and antigenic studies of enteric viruses (Gerna et al., 1984; Lewis et al., 1995;
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Lewis, 1990; Lewis et al., 1988). This was especially true during the eighties and early
nineties. Although viral diagnosis is now performed mainly using the Polymerase Chain
Reaction and sequencing techniques, the SPIEM technique remains a useful,
complementary tool for pathogen diagnosis.
Single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and 3-D reconstruction is a
rising powerful tool to determine structures of macromolecules with achievable
resolution now often at near-atomic resolutions (3-4 Å) (Bai et al., 2013; Jiang et al.,
2008; Liao et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2013b; Zhang et al., 2010). Although
single particle cryo-EM and 3-D reconstruction technique eliminates the need of sample
crystallization and consequently saves a significant amount of efforts, highly purified
samples at appropriate concentrations (i.e., ~1 mg/ml) are still necessary for efficient
imaging to obtain a large number of particle images for high resolution 3-D
reconstructions. In recent years, efforts have been made to simplify the sample
preparation of cryo-EM and make it a routine, high throughput structural determination
approach for most biological systems. One of the directions being explored is to skip the
large-scale, time-consuming sample purification step by using the “Affinity Grid”
technique (Kelly et al., 2008a) that combines sample purification and grid preparation for
cryo-EM imaging into a single step. Currently, multiple related approaches, including
the Ni-NTA functionalized lipid monolayer purification methods (Kelly et al., 2008a;
Kelly et al., 2010), the streptavidin 2D crystal-based approach (Han et al., 2012), and the
recent functionalized carbon surface approach (Llaguno et al., 2014), have been reported.
However, a significant amount of efforts are still required for either (genetic or chemical)
modification of specimens or generation of the affinity layers on TEM grids. For example,
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both the lipid monolayer generation and the transfer of lipid monolayer to the TEM grid
in the Ni-NTA functionalized lipid monolayer purification method are complicated
procedures requiring special tools and training.
Considering the capabilities of “purification” and “concentration” of targets allowed
by the SPIEM technique, we combined the traditional SPIEM technique with the
emerging structural biology tool cryo-EM and established a new antibody-based affinity
grid approach, cryo-SPIEM, by which crude extracts (e.g., patient isolates, cell cultures
or lysates) without any modification and extensive purification can be directly used for
cryo-EM imaging and 3-D reconstruction. Such a cryo-SPIEM technique provides an
alternative affinity grid technique that uses a much simpler affinity layer preparation
protocol than other approaches. There are multiple advantages for using the cryo-SPIEM
technique. First, akin to other affinity grid approaches, it will significantly simplify and
expedite the sample preparation of single particle cryo-EM by reducing or even
eliminating the need of traditional, relatively large-scale purification of samples. In
addition, because of this substantially simplified cryo-EM sample preparation protocol,
there would be better chances to capture and image some transient intermediates that
have been neglected with traditional purification approaches. Finally, the cryo-SPIEM
technique coupled with serologically specific viral particle-affinity will also benefit the
serotype-specific structural studies of patient-isolated viruses. This will be especially
helpful in the case of viruses with many serotypes, e.g., the Rhinovirus with 99 serotypes
(Palmenberg et al., 2009). Moreover, the application of cryo-SPIEM could possibly
resolve the structure of the pathogens directly using samples from outbreaks, even before
the establishment of laboratory cell culture systems. This aspect is important, given that
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some non-cultivatable human viruses are already known to be of serious health concern
(e.g., human noroviruses (Duizer et al., 2004)). In this work, we extensively
demonstrated the feasibility of cryo-SPIEM in imaging non-purified viruses in cell
cultures (including viral assembly intermediates), non-purified protein complexes and
purified yet low-concentration sample.

2.3

Materials and methods
2.3.1

Materials

Antibodies and Antiserums. Monoclonal anti-His IgG antibody (Sigma Aldrich) was
diluted to 10 µg/ml in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4 for the coating of TEM
grids. The monoclonal sv127 IgG antibody (Snyder et al., 2011) against the envelope
protein 2 (E2) of Sindbis virus was used to trap the virions from infected cell culture
supernatants. Anti-TV antiserum was produced by immunization of mouse with purified
Tulane virus. The TV antiserum was diluted by 1:100 in PBS, pH 7.4 for grid coating.
Protein A. Protein A (Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in filter-sterile distilled water to
1 mg/ml. For grid coating, the stock was diluted to 50 µg/ml in PBS, pH 7.4.
2.3.2

Preparation of the antibody-based affinity grids

EM grids, coated with holey/continuous carbon (Ted Pella Inc.) or Formvar-carbon
film (homemade), were glow-discharged for about 30 s (EMITECH K950X). 3 µl of
purified antibodies at ~1-10 µg/ml (may vary for different antibodies) was directly
applied to the carbon side of the TEM grid. After 5 min incubation at room temperature,
excess liquids on the grid were removed with filter paper and the grid was ready for
applying to specimens. For the non-purified antibodies in the supernatant of hypodermal
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cell culture (e.g., anti-E2 used in this work) or in antiserum (e.g., anti-TV used here), a
Protein A coating step was added to enrich IgG antibodies on the grid surface. The
procedure was that of Protein A SPIEM technique (Shukla and Gough, 1979) with some
modifications. Briefly, 5 µl of Protein A (50 µg/ml) was applied to the grid surface and
incubated for 10 min. After blotting away the excess liquids on grid, 3 µl of non-purified
antibodies (may vary for different samples) was applied onto the grid and incubated in a
humid chamber for 15 min. After washing three times with PBS, pH 7.4 to remove
unbound antibodies and other contaminants in the cell culture supernatant or the
antiserum, the antibody-based affinity grid was ready for use.
2.3.3

Data collection and processing of His-tagged T7

Preparing T7 cell lysate. E. coli BL21 cells at an optical density (600 nm) of 0.6
were infected with the His-tagged bacteriophage T7 at a Multiplicity of Infection (MOI)
of 10. Incubation was continued at 37 °C with aeration. When visible cell lysis was
complete (about 50 min), the cell lysate (titer≈1010/ml) was collected and directly used to
prepare EM sample grids.
Negative-stain TEM. The Formvar-carbon grid coated with anti-His antibody (1
µg/ml) floating on 50 µl His-T7 cell lysate was incubated in a humid chamber for 30 min
at room temperature, after which the grid was washed with PBS (twice) and distilled
water (once), and then stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid (PTA), pH 7. TEM images
were taken using a Philips CM200 TEM with a 1K×1K CCD.
Preparing the frozen-hydrated sample and data collection. The holey/continuous
grid coated with anti-His antibody was incubated with 50 µl His-T7 cell lysate at room
temperature in a humid chamber for 30 min to 1 hour. After 3 steps of washing with PBS,
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the grid was blotted with filter paper, plunge-frozen in liquid ethane using the Vitrobot
cryo-plunger (FEI Co.) and then imaged using a Philips CM200 TEM operated at 200
KV, liquid nitrogen temperature. Images were recorded on Kodak SO-163 photographic
films at 27.5 K nominal magnification with a total dose of 20 e/Å2 and digitized using a
Nikon Super CoolScan 9000 scanner. The final sampling of the image was 2.24 Å/pixel.
Image processing. The images were 2x binned for further image processing. The
three states of T7 phage: procapsid (CI) (300 particles), empty capsid II (CII) (258
particles) and mature phage (900 particles), were selected and grouped visually using the
e2boxer.py program of EMAN2 (Tang et al., 2007). The “truly independent
reconstruction” strategy (Guo and Jiang, 2014) was adopted for all three datasets. Briefly,
after estimating the contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters using the fitctf2.py
program (Jiang et al., 2012), individual datasets were split into two halves, whereby de
novo initial 3-D models were built separately using the “random model” method by
assigning random orientations to subsets of randomly picked particles from individual
half datasets and iteratively refining until convergence. The 2D alignment for each half
dataset was performed independently with the “projection matching” method that
compares the CTF-corrected 2D images with the projections of the models, and 3-D
models were built using the “direct Fourier inversion” approach. All the steps including
the initial model building and the iterative 2D alignment and 3-D reconstruction were
carried out using the in-house developed program jspr.py (Guo and Jiang, 2014) based on
EMAN/EMAN2 libraries (Ludtke et al., 1999; Tang et al., 2007). Resolutions of the
reconstructions were evaluated using the gold-standard Fourier shell correlation (FSC)
criterion, i.e. the independently refined reconstructions built from the two halves were
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calculated to evaluate the resolution based on the 0.143 cutoff criterion (Rosenthal and
Henderson, 2003; Scheres and Chen, 2012).
2.3.4

Data collection and processing of His-tagged ribosomes

Preparation of His-tagged RplL ribosome cell lysate. His-tagged ribosome large
subunit protein RplL strain in the ASKA(+) library was obtained from NBRP-E.coli at
NIG (Kitagawa et al., 2005). The bacterial strain was cultured and induced with 0.1 mM
isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside for overexpression at 37 °C for 3 hours. Cells were
then pelleted by centrifugation and washed with distilled water. The cell pellets were
resuspended in buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2
and 0.2 mg/ml lysozyme, and lysed by sonication. The lysate was diluted by 20-fold for
preparation of EM specimen.
Preparation of frozen-hydrated sample for cryo-EM data collection. 5 µl diluted cell
lysate was applied to the holey/continuous grid coated with anti-His antibody (5 µg/ml)
and incubated for 5 min at room temperature in a humid chamber. The grid was washed 3
times with the lysis buffer without lysozyme and plunge-frozen in liquid ethane. Data
was collected using a Philips CM200 TEM operated at 200 KV, liquid nitrogen
temperature. 50K nominal magnification and a total dose of 20 e/Å2 were used for
imaging on the Kodak SO163 photographic films.
Image processing. The digitized images were binned by 4×4 to a final sampling of
4.98 Å/pixel. The CTF parameters of each micrograph were estimated using CTFFIND3
(Mindell and Grigorieff, 2003). About 4,800 particles were selected using e2boxer.py
program of EMAN2 (Tang et al., 2007). The overall image processing, including
reference-free 2D classification, 3-D classification and refinement, was performed using
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RELION (Scheres, 2012). After 2D classification using a regularization number of T=2,
the whole data set was separated into 50 classes, from which sub-datasets of the 70S
(1663 particles), 50S (2213 particles) and 30S (270 particles) ribosome particles were
selected based on size and morphology and bad particles were removed. 3-D
classification of individual subsets was performed to further select homogenous particles.
The 3-D classification reference map of 70S ribosome was downloaded from electron
microscopy data bank (EMDB-1657) and low-pass filtered to 60 Å. References for the
50S and 30S ribosomal subunits were generated from the X-ray crystallography
structures, PDB-3E1B and PDB-4B3M, using e2pdb2mrc.py of EMAN2 and low-pass
filtered to 60 Å and 80 Å, respectively. The final refinement of individual relatively
homogenous subsets with an angular sampling rate of 3.7° and a regularization number of
3 was performed till convergence. The final resolutions were calculated using the gold
standard FSC with 0.143 cutoff criterion (Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003).
2.3.5

Data collection and processing of Sindbis Virus

Cell culture and Sindbis virus (SINV) propagation. The SINV (TE12) strain (Lustig
et al., 1988) was propagated in BHK-21 cells at 37 °C. Supernatant containing the
progeny SINV virions (titer≈108/ml) was collected at 16 hours post infection.
Negative staining TEM. Formvar-carbon grid coated with protein A and anti-E2 was
incubated with 50 µl SINV supernatant for about 1 hour at room temperature, and washed
and stained with 2% PTA, pH 7.
Cryo-EM data collection and image processing. The original SINV supernatant was
concentrated by ~8-fold via low speed centrifuge in a Millipore filter unit with 50 KDa
cutoff. The holey/continuous grid coated with anti-E2 antibody via protein A was
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incubated with 50 µl concentrated SINV supernatant at room temperature in a humid
chamber for 1-1.5 hour, washed with phosphate buffer and plunge-frozen in liquid ethane.
Images were collected and processed using the same conditions and methods adopted by
His-T7 bacteriophage.
2.3.6

Data collection and processing of low-concentration TV

Purification of Tulane virus (TV). TV sample was purified using the same approach
as described elsewhere (Farkas et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2013a).
Negative staining TEM. 6-10 µl of purified TV sample was applied to a Formvarcarbon grid coated with protein A and anti-TV antiserum and incubated for 15-30 min in
a humid chamber. After washing with PBS buffer and distilled water, the grid was stained
with 2% PTA pH 7 and imaged using TEM.
Cryo-EM data collection and image processing. Sample was prepared in the same
way as for negative staining TEM, except that the Formvar-carbon grid was replaced with
a holey/continuous carbon grid and the grid was plunge-frozen into liquid ethane instead
of being stained. The imaging conditions, reconstruction, and resolution assessment
methods were those used for His-T7.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic diagrams of antibody-coated grids. (A) Grids directly coated with
purified antibodies. (B) Non-purified antibody coated grid with the help of protein A.

2.4
2.4.1

Results

His-tagged phage T7 and ribosomes

Among the most commonly used affinity tags in biological studies is the His-tag. To
test the cryo-SPIEM technique with the anti-His antibody, the purified anti-His IgG
monoclonal antibodies were directly coated onto the carbon film with random
orientations as illustrated in Figure 2.1A, and two His-tagged macromolecules, Histagged bacteriophage T7 with high symmetry and His-tagged ribosome without
symmetry, were tested. Bacteriophage T7 in the Podoviridae family is a dsDNA virus
that infects most of the E. coli bacterial strains (Studier, 1972). The 6×His-tag was
constructed at the surface-facing C-terminus of its major capsid protein gp10 so that the
tags are exposed on the T7 particle surfaces without interfering the assembly and
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Figure 2.2. His-T7 bacteriophages directly captured from a non-purified cell
lysate by SPIEM grids coated with anti-His antibodies. Negative staining
TEM images of a control grid (A) and anti-His antibodies coated grid (B) show
the specific “trapping” and “concentrating” of target particles. (C) cryo-SPIEM
images of His-T7 particles directly from a cell lysate. Three states of T7 phages:
initial procapsid (CI), the empty capsid II (CII) and the DNA-filled mature phage.
Single particle cryo-EM 3-D reconstruction of the three states of His-T7 (D) and
the estimated resolutions using gold-standard FSC=0.143 criterion (E). One
capsid protein hexamer of each map was circled. (F) shows the Euler angle
distributions of CI, CII and mature phage particles on cryo-SPIEM grids.
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maturation of the particles. As shown in Figure 2.2, His-T7 particles were specifically
trapped and concentrated on the anti-His antibody coated grid (Fig. 2.2B), but not on the
control grid without anti-His antibodies (Fig. 2.2A), which demonstrated the “purification”
and “concentration” functions of the anti-His SPIEM grid. Particles in three, known
major states of phage T7 were captured simultaneously from the cell lysate: the initial
procapsid (CI), the empty capsid II (CII) and the genome DNA-filled mature phage (Fig.
2.2C). 3-D reconstructions were performed for all three states. CI, CII and mature phage
were reconstructed to 22 Å, 24 Å and 17 Å resolutions, respectively, using the goldstandard FSC=0.143 criterion (Fig. 2.2D-E). All three maps reveal T=7 icosahedral shells

Figure 2.3. Rotationally averaged radial density plots of His-T7. Three states: CI
(green), CII (purple) and mature phage (blue). Peak positions for the capsid shells of
CI (244 Å), CII (281 Å) and mature phage (277 Å) are marked.

with different sizes. As previously described (Cerritelli et al., 2003; Cerritelli et al., 1997),
the diameter of CI was significantly smaller than the other two expanded states. However,
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we are surprised to find that the empty CII capsid was ~8 Å larger than the mature phage
in rotationally averaged diameter (Fig.2.3). The fact that all the particles were captured
on the same TEM grid and imaged simultaneously in the same dataset eliminates the
possibility of size variance caused by TEM magnification fluctuation. The molecular
mechanism of this newly observed size reduction from CII to mature phage and its
potential association with T7 DNA packaging (Serwer et al., 2010), remain to be
elucidated. All other structural features, including the elliptical hexamers of CI, the Lshaped ridge of individual gp10 subunits, and the nearly equally-spaced concentric rings
for genomic DNA of the mature phage (Fig. 2.2D), were consistent with previously
reported observations on T7 (Agirrezabala et al., 2005; Cerritelli et al., 2003; Cerritelli et
al., 1997; Guo et al., 2013).
Euler angle distribution analyses indicated relatively uniform orientation distribution
of CI particles, but some bias toward the icosahedral 3-fold axis was observed for the
empty CII particles and mature phages (Fig. 2.2F). The major cause of this bias is
probably the angular shape of the CII and mature phage particles, as similar levels of bias
were also seen for phages imaged using regular cryo-EM grids (Jiang et al., 2003; Jiang
et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2008). Taken together, this work on His-T7 bacteriophage
strongly supports the feasibility of cryo-SPIEM as a significantly simplified sample
preparation method for single particle cryo-EM.
The anti-His affinity grid also worked well in purifying the His-tagged E. coli
ribosomes from an unfractionated cell lysate for cryo-EM imaging and structure
determination (Fig. 2.4A). Since the His-tag is located in the 50S ribosomal subunit, the
captured particles were dominated by the 50S (2213 particles) and 70S (1663 particles)
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Figure 2.4. His-tagged E. coli ribosomes imaged using the cryo-SPIEM
approach. (A) An anti-His antibody based cryo-SPIEM image of ribosomes
from a cell lysate. (B) FSC curves of the 70S, 50S and 30S ribosomes captured
on the cryo-SPIEM grid. And the Euler angle distributions of the 70S (C), 50S
(D) and 30S (E) are plotted. The 3-D reconstructions of the 70S, 50S and 30S
ribosomes fitted with corresponding crystallographic structures (PDB-1ML5,
3E1B, 4B3M) are shown in (F), (G) and (H), respectively.
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ribosomes as expected. Meanwhile, a relatively small number of 30S ribosomes (270
particles) that were probably captured through binding to the His-tagged 70S-bound
mRNA molecules (Kelly et al., 2008b) or due to the dissociation of His-tagged 70S prior
to sample freezing, were also identified after 2D classification using RELION (Scheres,
2012). The 70S, 50S and 30S ribosomes were reconstructed to 38 Å, 35Å and 41Å
resolutions, respectively (Fig. 2.4B). Plots of the Euler angles showed that the particle
orientations of each reconstruction covered most of the tilt angle space (θ=0°-90°),
although the azimuthal rotation angle space (Φ) was not fully covered possibly due to the
limited number of particles (Fig. 2.4C-E). The reconstructed structures were verified by
fitting the atomic structures of 70S (PDB-1ML5), 50S (PDB-3E1B) and 30S (PDB4B3M) ribosomes into the corresponding cryo-EM densities (Fig. 2.4F-H). This
preliminary success with non-purified ribosome samples demonstrated the feasibility of
cryo-SPIEM in studying low-symmetry protein complexes.
2.4.2

Enveloped, non-tagged Sindbis virions

To evaluate the feasibility of cryo-SPIEM for enveloped viruses, a Sindbis virus
sample was also tested. Sindbis virus (SINV), the prototypical alphavirus in the
Togaviridae family, is an enveloped, positive-sense, single-stranded RNA virus that
infects both animals and human beings (Kurkela et al., 2008). We bypassed the
traditional, extensive purification procedure of SINV (Hernandez et al., 2010; Pletnev et
al., 2001) and directly used the supernatants of infected cell cultures for TEM studies.
Non-purified, monoclonal antibodies against the envelope protein E2 of SINV were
coated on the TEM grids via protein A, as illustrated in Figure 2.1B. Similar to the case
of His-T7, SINV virions were also successfully purified from the original, crude cell
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Figure 2.5. Nonpurified native enveloped Sindbis virus using cryo-SPIEM.
Negative staining images show that Sindbis particles specifically bind to the grid
coated with anti-E2 antibodies (B) but not to the grid without anti-E2 (A). (C)
shows one representative cryo-SPIEM images of Sindbis particles directly from the
8-fold concentrated cell culture supernatant. (D) 3-D reconstruction of the captured
particles. “2”, “3” and “5” represent the icosahedral two-, three- and five-fold axes,
respectively. (E) Fourier shell correction of the reconstruction. (F) plots the Euler
angles of the captured particles.
culture supernatant by the anti-E2 SPIEM grid (Fig. 2.5A-B). For cryo-SPIEM grid
preparation, the original supernatant was concentrated by ~8-fold via low speed
centrifuge in a filter unit. This is to ensure an adequate amount of particles on the cryoSPIEM grid for efficient cryo-EM imaging. As demonstrated in Figure 2.5C, a desirable
amount of SINV particles were trapped on the grid after plunge-frozen in liquid ethane.
From the reconstructed map at 25 Å resolution using about 1,600 particles, the
characteristic 80 trimetric “spikes” of SINV envelope proteins are clearly resolved (Fig.
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2.5D-E). The Euler angles of SINV particles displayed a uniform coverage of the angle
space (Fig. 2.5F), indicating that the binding of SINV particles to the anti-E2 antibody on
grid surface did not introduce preferred orientations. Altogether, this result suggested that
cryo-SPIEM is a promising method for structural studies of non-purified enveloped
viruses in a condition more close to their native environments.

2.4.3 Low-yield sample: Tulane virus

Figure 2.6. Low-concentration TV sample enriched on the SPIEM grid. (A)
Original TV sample. (B) The sample was concentrated by ~100 fold on the TEM
grid coated with anti-TV serum. (C) Cryo-SPIEM image of TV showing desirable
particle density. (D) Single particle cryo-EM 3-D reconstruction of the on-grid
concentrated TV particles. “2”, “3” and “5”, indicate the icosahedral two-, threeand five-fold axes, respectively. Letters “A”, “B” and “C” represent three types of
capsid subunits of TV. (E) Fourier shell correlation curve of the reconstruction
indicates a resolution of 19 Å with FSC=0.143 cutoff. (F) Euler angles plot of the
TV particles bound on the cryo-SPIEM grid.
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For some low-yield systems or some low-abundance macromolecular species, it
remains challenging to obtain samples at the required concentrations for cryo-EM studies.
To test the ability of cryo-SPIEM approach in dealing with such challenging samples, a
batch of purified Tulane virus (TV) sample of low concentration was used. As shown in
Figure 2.6A, the TV sample was very dilute and not suitable for cryo-EM imaging. By
using a larger sample volume (i.e., 10 µl instead of 3 µl) and an affinity surface generated
with protein A and anti-TV antiserum, a significant improvement of particle density on
the anti-TV grid was obtained (Fig. 2.6B). Cryo-SPIEM images with desirable particle
densities were also collected (Fig. 2.6C), and a 19 Å TV structure was obtained with
about 900 particles using the single particle cryo-EM and 3-D reconstruction technique
(Fig. 2.6D-E). The overall structural features of the reconstruction, such as the shape and
the arrangement of TV capsid dimers A/B and C/C (Fig. 2.6D), agreed well with our
previous observation (Yu et al., 2013a). The orientation distribution plot showed that TV
particles were uniformly distributed in the Euler angle space (Fig. 2.6F). In summary, this
work with a low-concentration TV sample proved that the cryo-SPIEM approach
potentially could provide a generic solution to the low sample concentration issue often
encountered in the single particle cryo-EM field.

2.5

Discussion and conclusion

In this work, we report an alternative affinity grid method, cryo-SPIEM, to
immobilize and concentrate particles of interest onto the TEM sample grid surfaces.
Neither genome engineering (e.g., 6×His tagging) nor chemical modification (e.g.,
biotinylation) of particles of interest is required, although they can be used. Omitting of
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these modification steps substantially reduces the amount of work required and also
enables the study of native macromolecules. This is different from other affinity grid
approaches, such as the Ni-NTA lipid monolayer-based affinity grid (Kelly et al., 2008a),
streptavidin crystal based grid (Han et al., 2012) and the Ni-NTA functionalized carbon
surface approach (Llaguno et al., 2014), for which sample modifications are necessary in
most cases. Additionally, the cryo-SPIEM approach is much simpler and easier to use
compared with other affinity grid approaches in terms of affinity layer generation on
surface of TEM grids. Given the broad usage and availability of antibodies already
developed for other biological studies, cryo-SPIEM can be easily applicable to most
biological systems. Similar to other affinity grid approaches, the cryo-SPIEM approach
could simplify and expedite the cryo-EM sample preparation by directly using crude cell
extracts as demonstrated by our work. In addition, in this simplified protocols of cryoEM sample preparation, particles of interest would be largely maintained in their native
environments, which would be favorable for those labile macromolecular complexes that
cannot survive extensive purifications.
It has been shown that the protein A SPIEM approach can concentrate target viral
particles by about 2 orders of magnitude (Shukla and Gough, 1979). Therefore, with the
help of this approach and the possibility of applying a larger sample volume to the grid, it
could significantly abate the required sample concentration for cryo-EM studies, in
general. As shown here, crude samples with titers of 109-1010/ml yielded cryo-EM grids
with sufficient amounts of target particles for imaging and 3-D reconstruction. For
different specimens and different antibodies, however, the required sample titer may vary
significantly as the antibody-antigen binding affinities range from 105 M-1 to 1012 M-1. It
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remains challenging to work with highly dilute specimens (i.e. <107/ml), as the low titer
of the specimen would limit the number of bound particles at equilibrium. As we have
done with the SINV sample, preconcentration of specimens using low-speed
centrifugation is one of the potential solutions. Nevertheless, an interesting direction that
deserves exploration is increasing the local concentration of target macromolecules
nearby the affinity surface using concentration methods like dielectrophoresis (Nakano
and Ros, 2013). In the cryo-SPIEM technique, the antibodies (or protein A) were coated
on the TEM grid via hydrophobic interactions between the non-polar residues of
antibodies (or protein A) and the carbon substrate, similar to the enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Loizou et al., 1985; Yoshizawa et al., 2004). Although
ligands coating could be optimized by varying the conditions (e.g., buffers) as shown in
ELLSAs, the immobilization efficiency of such a passive adsorption process is usually
limited and largely uncontrollable. Therefore, quantitatively and qualitatively controlled
covalent linking of antibodies to the supporting substrates (i.e., carbon,
graphene/graphene oxide) probably will further improve the particle capturing and
concentration capability of the SPIEM grid and further lower the concentration limit of
cryo-EM specimens. These potential improvements will be further investigated in followup works.
In conclusion, our extensive exploration of the cryo-SPIEM technique, using a
diverse set of specimens (low- and high-symmetry, large and small, native and tagged),
suggests that cryo-SPIEM can be an alternative, much less time-consuming, easy to use
and broadly applicable approach for cryo-EM sample preparation. Particles with
uniformly distributed orientations were obtained in the test samples, presumably due to
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the intrinsic flexibility of the Fab of IgG antibodies. For the case in which purified IgG
antibodies were directly coated onto the carbon substrate, the random orientations of
coated IgGs possibly also contribute to the uniform Euler angle space coverage of bound
particles.
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CHAPTER 3. ANTIBODY-BASED AFFINITY GRID: FURTHER OPTIMIZATION
AND EXPLORATION

3.1

Chapter overview

In chapter 2, we have descried the work that has established the antibody-based
affinity grid technique for cryo-EM, which applies the traditional Solid Phase Immune
Electron Microscopy (SPIEM) technique to cryo-EM and is therefore named cryo-SPIEM.
This approach significantly simplifies the preparation of affinity grids and directly works
with native macromolecular complexes without need of target modifications. However,
as aforementioned, there are still remaining questions about the cryo-SPIEM technique
needing to be further explored, such as the potential for near-atomic resolution structures
using the cryo-SPIEM technique. In this chapter, we first performed more systematic
study of the antibody-based affinity grid preparation method and then further explored
multiple potential improvements and new applications of cryo-SPIEM.

3.2

The core idea of the affinity grid technique

Cryo-Electron Microscopy (cryo-EM) accompanied with single particle 3-D
reconstruction is an emerging technique for structural characterization of macromolecules
at nanometer to atomic resolutions. To ensure that the electron beam can efficiently
penetrate the frozen specimens embedded in vitreous ice to generate projections of target
macromolecules with minimal background, only a very thin layer of the applied samples
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on TEM grid will be retained by blotting prior to plunge freezing (Taylor and Glaeser,
2008). Therefore, a highly concentrated sample (i.e., ~1 mg/ml for viral samples) is one
critical prerequisite for efficient cryo-EM imaging. Unfortunately, there are some
situations in which it is challenging to obtain highly concentrated specimens (i.e., lowyield viral system, low abundance and/or short-lived intermediates). To bring these low
concentration samples within reach of cryo-EM, the Affinity Grids technique has been
recently developed (Kelly et al., 2008b), which can concentrate samples on grids through

Figure 3.1. Sample blotting on regular and affinity TEM grids before plunge
freezing. (A) Sample of high volume concentration on a regular TEM grid. (B)
Sample of low concentration was concentrated on the grid surface of an affinity
TEM grid.
an affinity layer coated on the grid surface. In contrast to conventional cryo-EM sample
preparations (Fig. 3.1A), with the affinity grid target particles would be concentrated and
immobilized on the grid surface and higher surface concentrations of these targets will be
realized by the increased retention of particles after excess sample volume is removed by
blotting (Fig. 3.1B). The net effect would be the removal of excess buffers the sample is
solubilized in as opposed to those targets of interest. An extra benefit of the cryo-SPIEM
technique, compared to other affinity grids methods (Han et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 2008a;
Llaguno et al., 2014), is that neither genetic nor chemical modifications of the samples
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are needed, which makes the cryo-SPIEM technique an easier and more widely
applicable type of Affinity Grids.

3.3

The antibody-based affinity grids: protocol and practical considerations

Holey TEM grids with additional layer of thin continuous carbon film for cryoSPIEM can be either purchased (e.g., Ted Pella #01824) or prepared by layering a

Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of SPIEM-aided sample preparation for cryoEM. (1-5) describe the protein A or protein G aided coating of antibodies
(nonpurified antibodies or antisera) to TEM grids. (1’-3’) depict the procedure of
direct coating of purified antibodies to TEM grid carbon surface. 1. Incubate
protein A or protein G on TEM grid carbon surface at room temperature for ~10
min. 2. Blot away as much as possible residual liquids on grid using filter paper. 3.
Quickly apply 5 µl of a given antibody or antiserum on the grid and incubate for
~15 min at room temperature in a humid chamber. 4. Blot most of the excess
liquid off the grids, and then wash the grids with 1×PBS, pH 7.4 for about 30 s. 5.
Incubate samples with the antibody-coated grids, by either placing the grid facing
up and applying a small volume of samples (e.g., 10 µl) to the grid, or having grids
facing down and floating on a large volume of samples (e.g., 30-100 µl). 1’.
Incubate antibodies on TEM grid carbon surface at room temperature for ~10 min.
2’. Blot away as much as possible residual liquids on grid using filter paper. 3’.
Incubate samples with the antibody-coated grids, by either placing the grid facing
up and applying a small volume of samples to the grid, or having grids facing
down and floating on a large volume of samples.
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homemade thin carbon film onto holey grids (Williams and Glaeser, 1972). As depicted
in Figure 3.2, to coat the grids with antibodies, 5 µl of 50 µg/ml Protein A (or Protein G
for some antibodies) was applied to the carbon surface and incubated for about 10 min at
room temperature; The excess liquids were blot away, and 3 to 5 µl of antiserum or
purified antibody was quickly pipetted on the grid and incubated for 15 min at room
temperature in a humid chamber; After blotting the majority of the residual antiserum or
antibody, the grid was washed with 100 µl of phosphate buffer for 10-30 seconds and
now the target sample could be applied to the grid. Alternatively, when coating grids
with purified antibodies, 3-5 µl of the antibody can also be directly applied to the carbon
side of a TEM grid and incubated for about 5-10 min at room temperature to allow direct
deposition of antibodies to grid carbon surface. The excess liquid was then blot away and
sample was applied to the antibody-coated grid quickly to reduce the potential
denaturation of coated antibodies. The following sample incubation will be performed in
a humid chamber at 4 °C or ambient temperature.
3.3.1

Treatment of TEM grids prior to antibody coating

In general, protein-carbon binding is not desirable for standard cryo-EM sample
preparation, as it would make the majority of particles bound on carbon bars while few
samples would remain in the open holes for imaging. However, this unfavorable
phenomenon was turned into a precious asset in the antibody-based affinity grid approach.
A pivotal step in the antibody-based affinity grid approach is the protein-carbon
surface binding that is usually accompanied with partial unfolding of proteins.(Gray,
2004; Lin et al., 2001) It has been indicated that the protein-surface adsorption is affected
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Figure 3.3. Effects of different surface treatments of TEM grid on capture
efficiency of anti-His tag antibody coated affinity grids. A. Hexane-aged grids. B.
Glow-discharged grids. C. Original grids without any treatment. The arrows point to
representative phage T7 particles.
by both the nature of a given protein and the properties of the surface. To figure out what
type of carbon film surface would give the best antibody coating, different treatment of
TEM grids were tested, including aging of grids by hexane to render it more hydrophobic
and glow discharge treatment to the make the surface more hydrophilic (Aebi and Pollard,
1987; Dubochet et al., 1971). Specifically, grids were aged by rinsing with hexane and
dried for 1 hour; the glow discharge treatment was performed using the conditions: 0.20.15 Torr vacuum, 15 mA current, 30 seconds. As shown in Figure 3.3, both the aged
grids and the glow-discharged grids resulted in good coating of the anti-His tag antibody,
while the grids without any treatment had poor antibody coating. Considering that in
general more protein denaturation will be induced on hydrophobic surface, glow
discharge treatment instead of aging has been used. Therefore, the binding of antibodybased affinity layer to carbon film is presumably mediated by mixed electrostatic,
hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions. These non-covalent interactions were found
sufficient strong to allow affinity capture of target viruses or protein complexes onto
TEM grids.
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3.3.2

Concentrations of antibodies for TEM grids coating

Figure 3.4. Dependence of particles capture efficiency on antibody
concentrations. (A) A serial dilution of anti-T7 phage antiserum for grids pre-coated
with protein A. The sample is lysate of T7 infected E. coli. cells. (B) A serial dilution
of anti-E2 of SINV for grids pre-coated with protein A. The sample is cell culture
medium of SINV infected BHK-21 cells.
Antibody concentrations need to be tested to find the best dilution factor of
antibodies for a given system. For purified antibodies, such as the anti-His tag antibody
we tested, concentrations between 1 µg/ml and 100 µg/ml have been tested and 10 µg/ml
has been used most time. As aforementioned, coating of nonpurified antibodies (e.g.,
antiserum) was usually aided by protein A (or protein G). For protein A, the
concentration of 50 µg/ml was found working well for most grids in our tests, which was
consistent with the condition used in traditional SPIEM (Shukla and Gough, 1979). After
protein A coating, serial dilution of given nonpurified antibodies was performed and
evaluated for the ability to capture and concentrate target particles. As shown in Figure
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3.4, the anti-phage T7 serum and the medium containing anti-Sindbis virus (SINV)
antibody were diluted serially and tested with phage T7 infected cell lysate and the cell
culture medium containing progeny SINV, respectively. The lowest antibody
concentrations that gave a desirable amount of particles captured on grids could be used
for subsequent grids coating.
3.3.3

Sample incubation time and temperature

The incubation time of antibody-coated TEM grids with samples varies depending
on the concentration and the volume of samples applied to the grid. Time ranging from
10 minutes to several hours has been tested for samples of different concentrations in our
work. For some samples of very low concentrations (i.e., <107 PFU/ml), active mixing
on shakers with larger volumes (e.g., 0.5-1 ml) of samples or physical pre-enrichment of

Figure 3.5. Enhanced capture efficiency by active mixing and pre-concentrating
large volume of low abundance samples. (A) Incubation with 70 µl nonpurified
SINV supernatant at room temperature for 2 hours. (B) Incubation with 750 µl SINV
supernatant at room temperature for 3 hours with active mixing. (C) Incubation with
50 µl of ~15 fold concentrated SINV supernatant.
samples (e.g., using Microcon® Centrifugal Filters) will be needed. For example, the cell
culture supernatants containing progeny SINV had a titer of ~107 PFU/ml. Although
some SINV particles were successfully captured by incubating ~70 µl of such samples
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with the antibody-coated grids at room temperature for about 2 hours without active
mixing, the particle density on grid was not optimal for cryo-EM study yet (Fig. 3.5A).
To further improve the particle density on grids, 750 µl samples were applied and
incubated with the antibody-coated grids with active mixing (i.e., using laboratory shaker)
at room temperature for about 3 hours, and as shown in Figure 3.5B, much higher particle
densities were obtained. Similar results were also obtained by concentrating the SINV
containing cell culture supernatant by ~15 fold using the centrifugal filters (Fig. 3.5C).
Additionally, we found that after long incubation time at room temperature (i.e., > 3h),
the captured SINV particles could not be 3-D reconstructed most likely due to
degradation and the loss of integrity of particles. Therefore, for samples liable to
degradation, incubation at 4 °C should be performed.

3.4

Cryo-SPIEM assists in vivo kinetic study of macromolecules

Investigation of the kinetics of macromolecule in vivo states is important for
establishing a comprehensive understanding of their functional mechanisms. Isolation
and characterization of different intermediates require a large amount of efforts in general.
With the help of the antibody-coated affinity grid technique, however, it was possible to
use nonpurified cellular extracts to visualize the states at different time points, which
makes the kinetic study of macromolecules intracellular development more rapid and
efficient. For example, the antibody-coated TEM grid technique was applied to study the
intracellular packaging and maturation of phage T7. As shown in Figure 3.6A, the E. coli
cells at OD600 of ~1 were infected with His-tagged phage T7 at a M.O.I of 10; After a
short rise period, the density of infected cells went into a plateau during which progeny
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Figure 3.6. Using cryo-SPIEM to monitor the intracellular evolution of phage
T7 particles. (A) The cell density (OD600) of E. coli cells infected by His-tagged
phage T7. (B-D) T7 particles captured using the anti-His tag antibody coated grids
at post infection time points 5min, 8min and 11min, respectively.
phages were produced, and finally most, if not all, the cells were lysed. To visualize the
different intermediates involved in phage T7 packaging, cells at different time points in
the plateau were collected, lysed and visualized using the anti-His tag antibody-coated
TEM grids. As demonstrated in Figure 3.6B-D, the evolution of phage T7 particles from
empty precursor capsids to genome-filled virions, was monitored successfully.

3.5

Correlative on-grid assays and TEM imaging

The antibody-coated TEM grid technique shares similarities with some assays,
especially the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) that also involves proteinsurface adsorption steps (Engvall and Perlmann, 1971). Such similarities indicate the
potential of correlating TEM imaging and biochemical assays to obtain more
comprehensive knowledge by combining information from different readout strategies.
As a proof of concept, a preliminary study of heat-induced genome release of phage T7
was performed using both the SYBR safeTM fluorescence to monitor the amount of
released DNA and the TEM imaging of T7 particles to monitor the morphology of the
capsids. Briefly, T7 phage was first captured on grid through the protein A-antiT7
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affinity layer as mentioned above, and then the grids were floated on top of a drop of 10
mM EDTA solution containing SYBR safeTM dye and incubated at 50 °C; The
fluorescence arising from the released dsDNA bound with the SYBR safeTM dye was
measured using the SpectraMax microplate spectrophotometer, while the percentage of
empty T7 particles were determined by TEM imaging. As shown in Figure 3.7, the

Figure 3.7. Correlative on-grid assay and TEM imaging of heat-induced
genome release of phage T7. T710A phage was first captured on grid with Protein
A-AntiT7, and then the grids were floated on top of 10 mM EDTA solution
containing SYBR safe dye. Incubation was performed at 50 degree. (A) Negative
staining image after 20 min incubation. The corresponding fluorescence resulted
from DNA-binding was about 8 relative fluorescence unit (RFU). (B) Negative
staining image after 40 min incubation, with corresponding fluorescence of 20 RFU.
measurement of the fluorescence signal and the TEM imaging could be performed using
the same grid, and a good correlation between the amount of fluorescence and the relative
amount of empty phage particles was observed successfully. We believe such a correlated
characterization of macromolecules with biochemical assays and TEM imaging
techniques would benefit many kinetic and dynamic studies in the field.
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3.6

Affinity grids based on other proteins and/or peptides

Figure 3.8. Affinity grids based on other proteins and/or peptides. (A) Negative
staining image of TV sample on regular FC grid. (B) TV sample on BSA-type B
trisaccharides coated TEM grids. (C) TV sample on BSA-coated TEM grid
(negative control). (D) and (E) show the cryo-EM images at different magnification
of TV on BSA-type B trisaccharides coated lacy/continuous carbon grids. (F) and
(G): Negative staining image of a minor capsid band (1.073 g/ml) in a Nycodenz
gradient of T3SR3-1 phage mutant. (F) A regular Formvar-carbon grid. (G)
Polylysine-coated Formvar-carbon grid. (H) Cryo-EM image of the T3SR3-1 capsid
on polylysine-coated lacy/continuous carbon grids. The arrows point to the
representative particles.

In addition to antibodies, other proteins and/or protein-conjugates could also be used
to generate the affinity layer on grid surface through the generic protein-solid surface
adsorption. For example, it has been reported that TV can bind the type B histo-blood
group antigens (HBGA) (Zhang et al., 2015) and therefore a BSA-conjugated type B
HBGA (Glycorex AB) was tested for generating an affinity layer to concentrate/capture
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TV on grid surface. Coating of the BSA-type B HBGA to the grid surface was
performed similarly as described in Figure 3.2. Briefly, 5 µl of 100 µg/ml BSAconjugated type B HBGA was placed on TEM grids and incubated at room temperature
for 10 min; The excess liquid was then blotted thoroughly and 3 µl TV sample was then
quickly applied to the grid and incubated for 15 min in a humid chamber at room
temperature. As demonstrated in Figure 3.8A-E, such an affinity layer formed by the
BSA-conjugated type B HBGA could concentrate TV by ~60 fold. As it has been
reported that the univalent interaction of HBGAs with noroviruses (and most likely TV as
well) was found weak with Kd values of several hundreds micromolar or worse (Han et
al., 2015), the effective concentration of TV particles on grid surface by the BSA-type B
HBGAs presumably resulted from the multivalent binding of TV with HBGAs.
In addition to the specific interactions aforementioned, nonspecific electrostatic
interactions, for example, by a layer of polylysine adsorbed on grid, can also been used to
concentrate and immobilize particles on TEM grids surface (Barth, 1985; Guo et al., 2014;
Yu et al., 2013). As shown in Figure 3.8F, direct TEM imaging of bacteriophage T3
minor species that were sparsely located on the grid was challenging and inefficient. To
tackle such samples of low concentrations and small sample size, the TEM grid carbon
surface was coated with polylysine (e.g., Sigma-Aldrich #P8920), and 3-5 µl sample was
applied onto the grid and incubated on-grid for ~10 min in a humid chamber. After
multiple on-grid washing to eliminate the gradient medium (e.g., Nycodenz), the sample
was either negatively stained or plunge frozen into liquid ethane. As shown in Figure
3.8G and 3.8H, decent amounts of phage T3 particles were observed on both the
negatively stained grid and the frozen grid.

Altogether, affinity layers generated by
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protein- and/or peptide-surface coated on the TEM grid surface can efficiently
concentrate target samples through specific (e.g., antigen-antibody, protein-receptor) or
nonspecific (e.g., electrostatic) interactions to provide cryo-EM grids with desirable
particle densities.

3.7

Resolving near-atomic structures using the cryo-SPIEM technique

To obtain near-atomic resolution structures, one has to have good samples, and also
collect high quality cryo-EM data (i.e., uniform view coverage, and high signal-to-noise
ratio). With the affinity grid techniques, particles will be largely immobilized on the grid
surface, and thus there has been a concern about restricting the views of particles when
using the affinity grids for cryo-EM data collection. As demonstrated by the published
work (Han et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 2008a; Kelly et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2014), however,
no significant orientation preference was observed, presumably due to the intrinsic
flexibility of the affinity headgroups arising from a spacer, and/or tags with flexible
linkers. Moreover, the application of polyclonal antibodies against multiple epitopes for
the antibody-based affinity grids will also help to minimize the view preference.
Another common concern about applying the antibody-coated grids for cryo-EM
studies is the increased background noise arising from the antibody or protein A/Gantibody layers as well as the amorphous carbon underneath. As such background noises
cannot be computationally removed, they potentially would limit the achievable
resolution of single particle 3-D reconstruction with data collected using the antibodycoated grids. On the other hand, however, the immobilization of macromolecular
particles into a thin affinity layer could significantly reduce the Brownian motion of
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particles and therefore allow for thinner vitreous ice to balance out part of the noise from
the affinity layer without damage of particle structure at air-water interface (Taylor and
Glaeser, 2008). In addition, it has been reported that the presence of a carbon substrate
could benefit cryo-EM imaging by reducing the image contrast loss caused by beaminduced motion of specimens (Glaeser et al., 2011). Several near-atomic cryo-EM
structures have been successfully solved with data collected using grids with a continuous
thin carbon layer (Bai et al., 2013; Fischer et al., 2015). The resolution limit of the cryoSPIEM approach and its potential for near-atomic resolution has been investigated in our
work. Specifically, we have explored the potential of obtaining samples frozen in a very
thin vitreous ice that is barely enough to maintain the hydration status of samples to
reduce the background noise in cryo-EM images.
3.7.1

Estimation of ice thickness using the Beer–Lambert law

Figure 3.9. Estimation of ice thickness using the Beer-Lambert law. “I0”
indicates the image intensity at an area without vitreous ice, and “I” represents
density of areas with ice. “k”: the mean free path of electrons in vitreous ice.
An optimal ice thickness, for example, for TV particles of ~40 nm in diameter, will
be ~ 45-60 nm that is slightly larger than the diameter of the particles. For such
optimization of ice thickness, however, traditional visual evaluation of the ice thickness
was not possible, and quantitative estimation of ice thickness is required. The most
commonly used tilted cylinder method for ice thickness measurement (Feja and Aebi,
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1999), however, is too tedious and not practical for cryo-EM sample screening.
Therefore, we have explored the ice thickness estimation method based on the Beer–
Lambert law (Yan et al., 2015) to estimate the local ice thickness quickly during grids
screening. In details, a cryo-EM image of an area of interest can be taken after melting
the ice of a small corner (Fig. 3.9), and the ice thickness will be calculated based on the
intensity ratio of the area with (I ) and without ice (I ), and an electron inelastic mean free
i

0

path of 350 nm at 300 KV (300 nm for 200 KV microscope). The validity of this method
has been confirmed by comparing with the measured number using the more tedious
tilted cylinder method. We are now developing this method into a plugin of TEM
imaging software (e.g., DM of Gatan, Inc.), with which on-line ice thickness estimation
can be performed easily.
3.7.2

Optimization of ice thickness of phage T7 on antiT7 affinity grid

The bacteriophage T7 sample has been used to test the ice optimization using the
Beer–Lambert law method established above at section 3.7.1. Briefly, 2-3 µl of purified
bacteriophage T7 sample was applied to the lacy/continuous Tedpella grids that were
coated with protein A and then anti-T7 using the method summarized in section 4.3.
After ~5 min incubation at room temperature (or 4 °C sometimes), the grid was washed
with the sample buffer, and plunge-frozen into liquid ethane using FEI Vitrobot (FEI
company) or Cp3 (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) cryo-plungers. Different sample freezing
conditions were explored, including blotting time, humidity of the chamber where
blotting happens, and dry or pre-humidified filter papers, and also depth of blotting (for
Vitrobot). The frozen grids were examined using a Philips CM200 FEG electron
microscope (FEI Company) operated at 200 KV, and the ice thicknesses of individual
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Figure 3.10. Ice thickness optimization of phage T7 on protein A-antiT7 coated
grid. Sample was plunge-frozen using different conditions and screened using
Philips CM200 TEM. The ice thicknesses of individual grids were estimated based
on the Beer-Lambert law method. (A, B) sample frozen using Vitrobot with 2 times
blotting of 6 seconds each in a chamber of >90% humidity. (C, D) sample frozen
using Vitrobot with 1 time blotting of 10 seconds in a chamber of >90% humidity.
These two grids were blotted using the same filter paper and the 10 seconds blotted
one was performed first. (E-F, G-H) sample frozen using Cp3 cryo-plunger with 8
seconds blotting and a humidity of <70%. (E-F) show representative regions of the
majority grid and (G-H) show a relatively dry corner. The calculated ice thicknesses
were labeled at the bottom.
grids were estimated using the Beer–Lambert law method (Fig. 3.9). As illustrated in
Figure 3.10, for bacteriophage T7 with a maximal diameter of ~66 nm (Guo et al., 2014),
averaged ice thickness was minimized successfully from ~ 200 nm to the optimal
thickness around 70nm by freezing samples at different conditions; With the reduced ice
thickness, the contrast of the particles was also improved obviously. After reproducing
the optimal freezing conditions, a frozen grid with similar ice thickness was obtained
(Fig. 3.11A), from which cryo-EM images of good contrast were taken that show clearly
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the tail structural features of phage T7 (Fig. 3.11B). The DNA genome of phage T7 was
clearly visualized on a low dose (~9.5 e/Å2) image taken using Titan Krios TEM
recorded on K2 direct electron detector (Fig. 3.11C).

Figure 3.11. Cryo-EM micrographs of phage T7 on protein A-antiT7 coated
grid with an averaged ice thickness ~70 nm. Images taken using Philips CM200
TEM using a 1K×1K CCD at a lower magnification (A) and a higher
magnification (B). The white arrows point to the tail of phage T7. (C) Cryo-EM
images taken using Titan Krios TEM at 22.5K magnification, recorded using K2
direct electron detector with a dose rate of 8 electrons/pixel/second and exposed
for 2 seconds (total dose: ~9.5 e/Å2).

3.7.3

Optimization of ice thickness of TV on antiTV affinity grid

TV sample was purified as descried before (Yu et al., 2013) and buffered in standard
1×PBS, pH 7.4. The concentration of purified TV was low as demonstrated before (Yu et
al., 2014). 3 µl of such a purified TV sample was applied to the lacy/continuous Tedpella
grids that were coated with protein A and then anti-TV using the procedure described in
section 3.3. After ~10-15 min incubation at 4 °C, the grid was washed with the 1×PBS,
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pH 7.4 buffer, and plunge-frozen into liquid ethane using Cp3 (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA)
cryo-plunger. As shown in Figure 3.12, a sample freezing condition with Cp3 cryoplunger was figured out, which gave ice thickness of 44-62 nm that is slightly larger than
the dimension of TV particles.

Figure 3.12. Cryo-EM micrographs of TV on protein A-antiTV coated grid
with an ice thickness of 44-63 nm. (A, B, C) show cryo-EM micrographs
collected at different magnifications. The ice thickness was estimated based on the
Beer-Lambert law method described in Figure 3.9.
Such a condition was reproduced and imaged using Titan Krios TEM operated at
300 KV equipped with a Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detector. Images were taken
under conditions: 8 electrons/pixel/second, 5 frames/second, and 5 seconds exposure.
Images of TV particles with good contrast were obtained (Fig. 3.13A, B). Motion
correction among all 25 frames for each exposure was performed using the method from
Yifang Cheng’s group at the University of California, San Francisco (Li et al., 2013). As
shown in Figure 3.13C-D, correction of the inter-frame motion significantly improved the
high frequency signal. With 1000 of TV particles from the Titan Krios/K2 data, a 5.8 Å
structure of TV was obtained easily (Fig. 3.13 E/F), and a final 3-D reconstruction of TV
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at 2.6 Å was obtained by using ~14, 000 TV particles. This, for the first time,
demonstrates the potential of using affinity cryo-EM for sub-3 Å cryo-EM reconstruction.
This part of work is to be published with Guimei Yu as the first author.

Figure 3.13. Titan Krios/K2 summit micrographs of TV on protein A-antiTV
coated grid with an optimal ice thickness. (A) and (B) show two representative
cryo-EM micrographs at different defocuses. (C-D) shows the FFT of one
representative averaged micrograph before (C) and after (D) motion correction
using the algorithm from Cheng group at the University of California, San
Francisco. (D) a 5.78 Å 3-D map of TV reconstructed from 1000 particles and (F)
the corresponding “gold-standard” FSC curve for resolution estimation.
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CHAPTER 4. CRYO-EM STRUCTURE OF A NOVEL CALICIVIRUS, TULANE
VIRUS

4.1

Chapter overview

In this chapter, we applied the polylysine-based affinity grid to work on a Tulane
virus (TV) sample of very low concentration and a 6.3 Å resolution cryo-electron
microscopy structure of TV, a newly isolated cultivatable calicivirus that infects juvenile
rhesus macaques, were resolved. The overall capsid organization and the capsid protein
fold of TV closely resemble that of other caliciviruses, especially of human Norwalk
virus, the prototype human norovirus. These close structural similarities support TV as an
attractive surrogate for the non-cultivatable human noroviruses. The most distinctive
feature of TV is that its C/C dimers are in a highly flexible conformation with
significantly reduced interactions between the shell (S) domain and the protruding (P)
domain of VP1. A comparative structural analysis indicated that the P domains of TV
C/C dimers were much more flexible than those of other caliciviruses. These
observations, combined with previous studies on other caliciviruses, led us to hypothesize
that the enhanced flexibility of C/C dimer P domains are likely required for efficient
calicivirus-host cell interactions and the consequent uncoating and genome release.
Residues in the S-P1 hinge between the S and P domain may play a critical role in the
flexibility of P domains of C/C dimers. This work has been published with Guimei Yu as
the first author (Yu et al., 2013)
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4.2

Introduction

The virus family Caliciviridae consists of four major genera, Norovirus, Sapovirus,
Vesivirus and Lagovirus. Tulane virus (TV) infecting rhesus monkeys was isolated in
2008 and proposed as a new genus, Recovirus, of the Caliciviridae family (Farkas et al.,
2008). The common symptoms observed during calicivirus infection include respiratory
infections, vesicular lesions, gastroenteritis and hemorrhagic disease. The noroviruses
(NoVs) and sapoviruses, often referred to as human caliciviruses, are the main cause of
acute gastroenteritis outbreaks in humans. Our understanding of the life cycle of human
caliciviruses, including cellular entry, uncoating and assembly, has been hampered by the
lack of robust tissue culture systems.
Since the first primate calicivirus structure was reported in 1994 (Prasad et al.,
1994), several virus-like particle (VLP) and virion structures of caliciviruses have been
determined. These include the X-ray crystallographic structures of recombinant Norwalk
Virus (rNV) (Prasad et al., 1999) from the Norovirus genus, a native San Miguel sea lion
virus (SMSV) (Chen et al., 2006) and a feline calicivirus virion (FCV) (Ossiboff et al.,
2010) from Vesivirus genus, and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of
recombinant Grimsby virus (Chen et al., 2004), recombinant Parkville virus (Chen et al.,
2004), Rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus (RHDV, both VLPs and virions) (Barcena et al.,
2004; Hu et al., 2010; Katpally et al., 2010; Luque et al., 2012), murine norovirus (MNV)
virion (Katpally et al., 2008; Katpally et al., 2010) and a genogroup II genotype 10
(GII.10) NoV VLP (Hansman et al., 2012). All these structures exhibit characteristic
similar overall organization: 180 capsid proteins are organized into 90 dimers, which
form a T=3 icosahedral capsid with 32 hollows around the icosahedral 3- and 5-fold axes.
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These structures also reveal that the capsid protein of calicivirus is organized into two
major domains, the shell (S) domain and the protruding (P) domain. The S domains, with
an eight-stranded jellyroll fold, are involved in the formation of the icosahedral shell,
while the P domains, which can be further divided into two subdomains, P1 and P2,
emanate from the shell domain and form the dimeric protrusions (P dimers) on the viral
surface. This unique domain organization results in the characteristic “arch-like”
densities observed on calicivirus surface. The surface P dimers are suggested to be
responsible for viral-host interaction (Tan and Jiang, 2005; Tan et al., 2004).
TV is a small non-enveloped icosahedral virus with a positive-sense, singlestranded RNA genome of ~6.7kb. The complete genome of TV is organized into three
open reading frames (ORFs), resembling that of Norovirus and Vesivirus but different
from Sapovirus and Lagovirus which have two major ORFs. TV ORF1 encodes six
nonstructural proteins, while the major structural protein (the capsid protein VP1) and the
putative minor structural protein (VP2) are encoded by ORF2 and ORF3, respectively.
Phylogenetic analysis has indicated that TV, the prototype virus of the new Recovirus
genus of Caliciviridae, is genetically more closely related to NoVs than to other
caliciviruses (Farkas et al., 2008). TV recognizes human histo-blood group antigens
(HBGAs) (Farkas et al., 2010), which are also receptors for human NoVs (Huang et al.,
2003; Marionneau et al., 2002). The success in propagation of TV in the LLC-MK2 cell
line (Farkas et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2008) suggests that TV might be a promising model
system for the studies of non-cultivatable human NoVs.
Although the genome organization and protein content of TV are known, few
details are understood regarding its structural properties. Here we report the cryo-EM
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structure of TV at 6.3 Å resolution. Structure comparisons between TV and other
calicivirus members reveal that TV is structurally most similar to NoVs. Unlike most of
the other known caliciviruses, an extremely flexible conformation was observed in the P
domains of TV C/C dimers. These conserved and distinct structural features invite further
studies of TV and its feasibility as a surrogate for human NoVs.

4.3
4.3.1

Materials and methods
Sample preparation

TV was propagated in LLC-MK2 cells and purified using the cesium chloride (CsCl)
gradient method described previously (Farkas et al., 2008) with some modifications.
Briefly, LLC-MK2 cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were cultured with media 199
(Mediatech, Manassas, VA) to 80-90% confluence in roller bottles. The cells were then
inoculated with TV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.4. The TV-infected LLCMK2 cell cultures were harvested after 72 hours of incubation, followed by three freezethaw cycles to release the viruses. The total cell culture samples were then centrifuged at
10,000 g for 10 min to remove cell debris. The viruses in the supernatants were further
concentrated 40 times in dialysis tubes against PEG-8000 before being centrifuged in a
CsCl density gradient at 288,000 × g for 40 h (SW41Ti rotor, Beckman, Danvers, MA).
The fractions containing TV were identified and quantified by RT-PCR (data not shown),
SDS-PAGE, Western-blot, virus plaque assay and haemagglutination assay (HA) (Hutson
et al., 2003) (Figure 4.2).
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4.3.2 Cryo-EM and 3-D reconstruction
Holey TEM grids with additional layer of thin continuous carbon film (Ted Pella
#01824) were glow discharged using the conditions: 0.2-0.15 Torr vacuum, 15 mA
current, 30 seconds, after which grids were floated on a drop of polylysine solution
(Sigma-Aldrich) for ~10 min at room temperature and then blotted to dry. Purified TV
virion samples of ~ 5 µl were applied to the polylysine-coated grid, incubated for ~10
min in a humid chamber, and plunge-frozen into liquid ethane. Images were taken using a
Titan Krios cryo-electron microscope with field emission gun operated at 300 kV, liquid
N2 temperature. Images were collected at 37K nominal magnification with a dose of 25
e/Å2 on Kodak SO163 photographic films. The films were then digitized using a Nikon
SuperCoolScan9000 scanner with a final calibrated sampling of 1.74 Å/pixel. 4702
particles were selected using combined automated selection using the ethan program
(Kivioja et al., 2000) and manual screening with the boxer program in EMAN (Ludtke et
al., 1999). The microscope contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters for each
micrograph were first determined using an automated fitting method (Yang et al., 2009)
and then manually verified/corrected using EMAN ctfit graphic program. The entire TV
dataset was then divided into two half datasets and processed independently for all the
subsequent steps including construction of initial model, 2-D alignment and 3-D
reconstruction. De novo initial models were constructed using the “random model”
method in which random particle orientations were assigned and subsequently refined
iteratively until convergence. The orientation and center of particles were determined
using “projection matching” method and 3-D models were built with the direct Fourier
inversion method. CTF phase correction was performed in both 2-D alignment and 3-D
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reconstruction and CTF amplitude weighted correction was done during 3-D
reconstruction. The initial model building and iterative refinement process including
particle 2-D alignment and 3-D icosahedral reconstruction were performed using an inhouse developed program jspr.py utilizing the EMAN/EMAN2 programs and library
functions (Ludtke et al., 1999; Tang et al., 2007). The Fourier shell correlation (FSC)
between TV structures built from the two independently processed half datasets was then
calculated to estimate the resolution. 6.3 Å, 6.9 Å and 7.9 Å were determined based on
0.143 cutoff (Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003), the 0.3 cutoff and the 0.5 cutoff criteria
(Harauz and Vanheel, 1986), respectively. Unlike almost all the previously reported
single particle cryo-EM reconstructions in which the entire datasets were split after the
final iteration of 2-D alignment, we split the dataset before initial model building and the
iterative 2-D alignments. These two half datasets were never mixed after the split and
their reconstructions were completely independent. Therefore, this reconstruction strategy
is referred to as “truly independent reconstruction”. This strategy was adopted to crossvalidate the reconstructions and to avoid overfitting and overestimation of resolution
often associated with iterative refinements using common model for entire dataset
(Henderson et al., 2012; Scheres and Chen, 2012). With a FSC curve calculated from two
truly independent reconstructions as in our image processing strategy, the 0.143 cutoff
criterion would properly estimate the true resolution of our TV map (Rosenthal and
Henderson, 2003; Scheres and Chen, 2012). After removing the particles with unstable
refinement parameters, the final TV density map was constructed from the full dataset
with 4338 particles by pooling the two half datasets. The final density map was
sharpened first using an inverse Gaussian filter to boost the high-resolution Fourier
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amplitudes with reference to the computed structure factor of TV. A low pass filter
derived from the FSC curve was then used to suppress the high-resolution noise and
dampen the high-resolution Fourier amplitudes to the level appropriate for the resolution
of the map using Henderson’s approach (Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003). The map has
been deposited to the Electron Microscopy Data Bank with an accession code of 5529.
4.3.3

Fitting of rNV and SMSV crystal structures into TV density

Crystal structures of rNV (PDB ID: 1ihm) and SMSV (PDB ID: 2gh8) were fitted
into the TV cryo-EM density using UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). All these
structures were first fitted into TV with the asymmetric unit as a whole rigid body and
then the fitting was refined for individual chains (A, B and C). Individual chains were
further split into S domain, P1 and P2 subdomains to locally refine the fitting. The
“sequential fitting” command was then applied to reduce clashes between the P1 and P2
subdomains. The S domain, P1 and P2 subdomains from both rNV and SMSV agreed
well with the TV A and B subunits density (correlation coefficients of rNV S, P1 and P2
with TV: 0.73/0.79 (before/after removing the NTA of rNV S domain), 0.78, 0.81;
correlation coefficients of SMSV S, P1 and P2 with TV: 0.69/0.75 (before/after removing
the NTA of SMSV S domain), 0.74, 0.66). The S domain of TV C subunit also matched
well with that of rNV and SMSV, but no reliable fitting was achieved between the P
domain of TV C subunit and any known calicivirus crystal structures. Map segmentation
was performed using the “Subregion selection” and “Color Zone” functions of UCSF
Chimera. Fitting of the S domains in rNV A, B and C subunits into the S domain layer of
TV cryo-EM density was performed as described here: The S domains of rNV A, B and
C subunits (PDB ID: 1ihm) within an asymmetric unit were first fitted into the
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corresponding density in TV in Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). The asymmetric unit
was then split into individual chains (A, B and C) and fitted into TV independently.
Symmetry-related mates of A, B and C were generated using the “sym” command in
Chimera, and the fitting was further refined with the constraint of icosahedral symmetry
using the “symmetric fitting” function in Chimera.
4.3.4

Sequence alignment

Sequences of TV (GenBank sequence: ACB38132.1) and rNV (PDB ID: 1ihm) were
aligned using the PROMALS3D multiple sequence alignment server, which uses
predicted secondary structures and known 3-D structures as constraints (Pei et al., 2008).
ClustalW2 online server (Larkin et al., 2007) was used for multiple sequence alignment
of the S-P1 hinge between the S and P1 domains of the following caliciviruses: GenBank
sequences ACB38132.1 (TV), AAC61759.1 (Pan-1 primate calicivirus), BAL60900.1
(MNV, GV.1), AAA59229.1 (Norwalk Virus, GI.1), ABV21819.2 (GII.4), ACC69026.1
(GII.11), AFN61315.1 (GIV.1), ABR15783.1 (GIV.2), AAA16220.1 (SMSV),
AAA74416.1 (FCV), AAB60714.1 (RHDV).
4.3.5

Generation of rNV density map and low-pass filtering of maps.

The 6.3 Å map of TV was filtered to 10 Å using a Gaussian low-pass filter in the
EMAN2 e2proc3d.py program (Tang et al., 2007). The 10 Å map of rNV was generated
from the X-ray structure coordinates (PDB ID: 1ihm) using the EMAN pdb2mrc program.
Maps of GII.10 NoV (EMDB: 5374), RHDV (EMDB: 5131) and FCV (EMDB: 1942)
were downloaded from EM Databank (map for MNV-1 (Katpally et al., 2010) is not
available in EMDB). In order to make a fair comparison, the 1-D structure factor of
RHDV (EMDB: 5131, with a claimed resolution of 10.5 Å) was calculated using the
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“calcsf” command in EMAN2 e2proc3d.py program, and was then applied to other maps
using the “setsf” command in e2proc3d.py to set these maps at the same filtering level.

4.4
4.4.1

Results

TV shares similar overall architecture with other caliciviruses

Figure 4.1 Cryo-electron microscopy and 3-D reconstruction of the TV virion.
(A) Cryo-EM micrograph of purified TV virion sample. Scale bar: 50 nm. (B)
Surface representation of the reconstructed TV map with the icosahedral 5-, 3- and
2-fold axes labeled. Two kinds of capsid dimers A/B and C/C are arranged on a
T=3 icosahedral cage (colored in blue). The map was colored radially according to
the color key. The calculated Fourier shell correlation (FSC) is displayed in (C).
Three resolution estimation standards in the cryo-EM field-the 0.5 and 0.3 cutoff
criteria giving an estimation of 7.9 Å and 6.9 Å, respectively, and the 0.143 cutoff
criterion showing an estimation of 6.3 Å- are presented. The central section
perpendicular to the 2-fold axis of TV map is displayed in (D). (E) The radial
density profile calculated from the 3D density map of the TV virion. Multiple
density layers in TV virion structure are denoted as: “P” for protruding domain,
“S” for icosahedral shell domain, and “IS” for an inner shell between the
icosahedral shell and the RNA genome.
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The TV structure was reconstructed from 4338 particles embedded in vitreous ice
(Figure 4.1A and 4.1B). The resolution of the 3D reconstruction was estimated to be 6.3
Å based on the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) 0.143 cutoff criterion for truly
independent reconstructions (Figure 4.1C, see more details in Methods). TV consisted of
90 dimers of the major capsid proteins (VP1), which were arranged on a T=3 icosahedral
lattice (Figure 4.1B). These 90 dimers were divided into two classes, denoted as the A/B
dimer and the C/C dimer following the conventional nomenclature for caliciviruses. The
60 A/B dimers were located around the icosahedral five-fold axes and the 30 C/C dimers
were positioned on the icosahedral two-fold axes. Such an organization of the A/B and
C/C dimers resulted in a smooth shell formed by the S domains, studded with arch-like P
domain protrusions of A/B and C/C dimers and the formation of 32 large hollows around
the 5- and 3-fold axes. Both the large hollows and the arch-like protrusions are the most
characteristic features of the calicivirus architecture. Interestingly, we observed that
densities for the P domains of C/C dimers were significantly weaker and more smeared
compared to the A/B dimers (Figure 4.1B and 4.1D), which indicated that the P domains
of C/C dimers in TV were likely to be more flexible than the A/B dimers. Under the
icosahedral shell formed by the major capsid proteins VP1 in the radii range of 118 Å to
200Å, two more density layers could be observed from the calculated radial density
profile of the TV map (Figure 4.1E). The layer in the radii of 90-114 Å is called inner
shell (IS), and has also been observed in other calicivirus virions (Chen et al., 2004; Hu et
al., 2010; Prasad et al., 1994) but not in VLPs. The composition of the IS layer has not
yet been clearly elucidated. The innermost densities, located in the radii from the center
to 87 Å, are presumably from the RNA genome. The capsid protein layer, the IS layer,
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and the genome form the whole TV virion with an approximate diameter of 400 Å. With
these structural features described above, TV clearly shares the characteristic architecture
of other caliciviruses. Additionally, a minor protein at ~25 kDa was detected by the SDSPAGE (Figure 4.2), which could be the minor structural protein VP2 of TV. However,

Figure 4.2 Characterization of TV purified from CsCl gradient. The peak
fractions (fractions 6-8) of the CsCl gradient containing TV were identified by
the detection of the major structural protein VP1 (~57 kDa) by SDS-PAGE (A)
and Western blot analysis (B). Infectious virus was detected by the plaque assay
(C). Purified TV from fraction 7 also demonstrated hemagglutination with type B
human red blood cells (D).
the minor structural protein could be resolved in neither TV structure nor structures of
other caliciviruses with confirmed existence of VP2 (Glass et al., 2000; Sosnovtsev and
Green, 2000; Wirblich et al., 1996), probably due to the small amount of VP2 proteins
and the lack of 60-fold symmetry in their arrangement within the calicivirus particles.
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Current knowledge on the structure and function of VP2 is limited and more studies are
required to fully elucidate its roles in calicivirus life cycle.
4.4.2

The fold of the major capsid protein (VP1) of TV

Density for the major capsid protein monomer (VP1) of TV was segmented from the
map and fitted with two representative x-ray crystallography structures of caliciviruses:
rNV (PDB ID: 1ihmB) from Norovirus genus and SMSV (PDB ID: 2gh8B) from
Vesivirus genus. As shown in Figure 4.3, TV shares the conserved modular S-P1-P2
domain organization of calicivirus capsid protein. In the TV S domain region, the two
parallel sheet-like densities fit well with the two highly conserved BIDG and CHEF β
sheets formed by eight β strands (denoted as B-I) of the jellyroll fold in the S domain of
both rNV and SMSV (Figure 4.3D). This suggests that TV adopts the same jellyroll fold
in its S domain as with other caliciviruses (Chen et al., 2006; Ossiboff et al., 2010; Prasad
et al., 1999) and many other small RNA viruses (Harrison et al., 1978; Hogle et al., 1986).
As revealed by the atomic calicivirus structures (Chen et al., 2006; Ossiboff et al., 2010;
Prasad et al., 1999), the P1 subdomain contains two noncontiguous segments, between
which the polypeptide for P2 subdomain is inserted. In the C-terminal segment of P1
subdomain there are two β strands connected by a loop (the P1-interface loop) extending
towards the external surface, followed by a α helix and then a twisted four-stranded β
sheet, all of which comprise the typical fold of the calicivirus P1 subdomain. Despite
minor divergence in the arrangement of the aforementioned β strands and the α helix
(Figure 4.3B, 4.3C), the TV P1 subdomain, in general, followed the characteristic fold of
other caliciviruses at the P1 subdomain. Considering the high structural similarity
exhibited in both the S domain and the P1 subdomain, and also the barrel-like density
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Figure 4.3. Domain organization and fold of TV capsid protein VP1. (A)
Density of TV subunit B. S, P1 and P2 indicate the S domain, P1 and P2
subdomains. (B) The independent fitting of rNV P1 and P2 subdomains into TV.
(C) The independent fitting of SMSV P1 and P2 subdomains into TV, at two same
views as in (B). The red arrows point to the P1-interface loop. The loops (A’-B’,
B’-C’, C’-D’, D’-E’ and E’-F’) connecting the six conserved β-strands in P2
subdomain are indicated. (D) The S domains of rNV and SMSV were fitted into the
TV density, respectively. Fitting with SMSV is displayed in the left of (D), and the
right panel shows the fitting with rNV. The eight conserved β-strands in the S
domain are denoted as B-I. Strands B, I, D and G form one β sheet and C, H, E, F
compose the other β sheet. (E) Secondary structure based sequence alignment of TV
and rNV. Positions with a conservation index above 8 are labeled in the first line of
each block. The predicted β-strands (labeled with “e”) agreed well with the six βstrands (A’-F’) seen in rNV crystal structure.
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observed in the P2 segment of TV (Figure 4.3A), TV most likely had the P2 subdomain
folded into a β-barrel composed of six β strands (denoted as A’-F’) similar to other
caliciviruses. On the other hand, differences between TV and other caliciviruses (rNV
and SMSV) were also observed with the greatest structural divergence seen in the P2
subdomain. This was consistent with the sequence comparison between the capsid
proteins of distinct calicivirus strains, considering the P2 subdomain is a highly variable
region that interacts with diverse hosts (Chakravarty et al., 2005; Matsuura et al., 2001).
After fitting of the rNV P2 subdomain, TV still had some small unoccupied densities on
the external surface near the A’-B’ and E’-F’ loop region and also at the dimeric interface
close to the C’-D’ loop (Figure 4.3B). Secondary structure based sequence alignment of
TV and rNV indicated longer A’-B’ and C’-D’ loops in TV (Figure 4.3E), which could
be responsible for the densities in the TV P2 subdomain unoccupied by the fitted rNV.
The fitting of SMSV P2 subdomain into TV density is noticeably worse as indicated by
the large portion of loop D’-E’ and parts of β-strands A’, C’ and F’ protruding out of the
TV density (Figure 4.3C). Another difference was found in the P1-interface loop region
(Figure 343B and 4.3C red arrows), where TV had more densities extending from the P1
subdomain to the most exposed exterior surface, implying that the P1-interface loop of
TV is potentially longer than those of rNV and SMSV. An atomic or near-atomic
resolution structure of TV will be required to better resolve the structural details of TV in
the P1 and P2 subdomains.
4.4.3

TV is structurally most similar to rNV in the Norovirus genus

The flexible hinge (S-P1 hinge) linking the S domain and the P1 subdomain allows
different relative orientations between the S and P domains among caliciviruses (Bhella
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and Goodfellow, 2011; Chen et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2004; Hansman et al., 2012;
Katpally et al., 2010; Prasad et al., 1999). There were only small changes of the rNV S,
P1, P2 subdomains orientation and position after being individually fitted to TV densities
relative to the result of whole subunit fitting (Figure 4.4A). However, the SMSV P1 and
P2 subdomains underwent significant orientation changes when fitted individually

Figure 4.4 The S-P1-P2 inter-domain orientation and the dimer formation of
TV. (A) The superimposition of original rNV (PDB ID: 1ihm chain b colored in
gray) with its S domain (rainbow colored), P1 (rainbow colored) and P2
subdomains (rainbow colored) independently fitted into TV. Similar
superimposition of SMSV is shown in (B). The TV A/B dimer density fitted with
the A/B dimers of rNV and SMSV, are displayed in (C) and (D), respectively. The
amino-terminal arm (NTA), S domain, P1 and P2 subdomain in B subunit of rNV
and SMSV are colored in forest green, yellow, red and blue, respectively. The A
subunits are colored in gray.
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(Figure 4.4B). The relatively minor changes in the orientation of rNV S, P1, P2
subdomains before and after being individually fitted into TV density and the significant
alteration in that of SMSV indicate that TV has its P1 and P2 subdomains oriented with
respect to the S domain more similarly to that of rNV.
The dimeric interface mediated by the P domains of the capsid dimers is
suggested to be another variable among caliciviruses (Chen et al., 2004). For rNV, both
the P1 and P2 subdomains are involved in the dimeric interactions within the A/B and
C/C dimers (Figure 4.4C), while in SMSV, the P2 subdomains of A/B and C/C dimers
primarily mediate the dimeric interactions (Figure 4.4D). TV appeared to have both P1
and P2 subdomains involved in mediating the formation of the A/B dimers, essentially
resembling the formation of rNV A/B and C/C dimers. Considering both the inter-domain
orientations within the VP1 monomers and also the dimeric interface of the A/B capsid
dimers, TV was found to be structurally most similar to Norwalk virus, the prototype of
Norovirus genus, than to SMSV and other known calicivirus structures. This conclusion
is also consistent with the phylogenetic analysis based on the amino acid sequences of
calicivirus VP1 proteins (Farkas et al., 2008).
4.4.4

The P domains of TV C/C dimer are highly flexible

Despite the well-resolved A/B dimers in the TV structure, TV had very flexible C/C
dimers as evidenced by the diffuse weaker densities (Figure 4.1B, 4.1D). This is in stark
contrast to the similarly well resolved A/B and C/C dimers in most other caliciviruses
with known structures. Additionally, TV C/C dimers, compared to the A/B dimers, had
significantly reduced S-P1 interactions as shown in Figure 4.5B. A clear gap between the
S domain and the P domain was observed in the TV map that was low-pass filtered to
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Figure 4.5. The flexible conformation of TV C/C dimers. (A) Central sections (5
Å-thick) of the 10 Å low-pass filtered TV map (left), a 10 Å GII.10 norovirus VLP
(middle, EMDB: 5374), and a simulated map of rNV at 10 Å (right). (B) Densities
for the A/B and C/C dimers were segmented from the 10 Å TV map, respectively,
and are displayed with their S domains in the same views. (C) A zoom-in view near
the icosahedral 2-fold axis of TV, rNV (simulated map), GII.10 NoV (EMDB:
5374), RHDV (EMDB: 5131), and FCV (EMDB: 1942). All the maps were filtered
to the same level as RHDV by matching the 1-D structure factor. Maps in (A), (B)
and (C) were radially colored using the same color key as in Figure 1. (D) The P
dimers of A/B (yellow) and C/C (blue) from the equally filtered maps of TV, rNV,
GII.10 NoV, RHDV and FCV were aligned together. The correlation coefficients
(CC) between them were calculated in Chimera using “measure correlation”
command.
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10.5 Å resolution to render weaker densities more clearly (Figure 4.5A left and 4.5B).
The apparent gap between the S and P domain in TV CC dimers is reminiscent of the
extended conformation of the A/B and C/C dimers of GII.10 NoV (Figure 4.5A middle)
and MNVs (maps not shown) in which the P domain is elevated from S domain
(Hansman et al., 2012; Katpally et al., 2010). Other than the difference in the S-P1
interactions, the overall shape of the P domains of C/C dimers also differed significantly
from those of A/B dimers in TV and the A/B and C/C dimers of rNV (Figure 4.5A right).
As with many other T=3 viruses (Chen et al., 2006; Harrison, 2001; Ossiboff et al., 2010;
Prasad et al., 1999; Rossmann and Johnson, 1989), the S domains of A/B and C/C dimers
of caliciviruses adopt “bent” ad “flat” conformations, respectively, to facilitate the
formation of the closed icosahedral shell. The resulting structural difference between P
domains of A/B and C/C dimers is usually subtle and nearly identical structures for the P
domains of A/B and C/C dimers have been observed in almost all the calicivirus
structures. However, in TV, noticeable difference was observed for the P domains of A/B
and C/C dimers from the map surface rendered even at a lower resolution o (Figure 4.5C).
To quantify the similarity of A/B and C/C dimers in the P domains, we calculated the
correlation coefficients between the P domains of C/C and A/B dimers of multiple
calicivirus structures (Figure 4.5D). As expected, the correlation coefficients for most of
the caliciviruses (rNV, FCV, GII.10 NoV and RHDV) were larger than 0.95 suggesting
nearly identical structures for the P domains of A/B and C/C dimers in these viruses.
However, the correlation coefficient for the P domains of TV A/B and C/C dimers was
much lower (0.76), suggesting significant difference between the P domains of TV A/B
and C/C dimers. From the apparently weaker densities for the P domains of C/C dimer,
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such differences most likely originated from a more flexible conformation of the P
domains of TV C/C dimer, which resulted in smeared weaker densities in the map. The
reduced inter-domain interactions between the S and P domains of C subunits could be a
reason for the flexible P domains of TV C/C dimers.
4.4.5

The NTAs of subunits A, B and C and potential interactions with the inner shell

Figure 4.6 The icosahedral packing of S domains and the configurations of
NTAs. (A) The top view of the icosahedral shell of TV and the fitting with rNV S
domains of subunits A (blue), B (green) and C (red). Panels in (B) display the S
domains within A/B and C/C dimers of rNV before (right) and after (left)
independently fitted into TV density (see more details in Methods) (C) An inside
view of TV icosahedral shell fitted with rNV S domains of subunits A (blue), B
(green) and C (red). Regions fitted with rNV S domains (except the NTAs) are
colored in gray, and the extra yellow colored densities corresponded to the NTAs of
TV. Three dashed lines (blue, green and red) highlight densities for the NTAs of TV
subunits A, B and C, respectively. (D) A section view of the 10 Å low-pass filtered
TV map indicated connections between the S domain layer and the inner shell (IS)
layer. The green arrows point to the relatively strong connections near the subunit B,
and the dashed blue arrow indicates the weaker connection close to subunit A, which
would be more obvious at a slight lower contour level.
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The S domains of rNV A, B and C subunits were fitted into their counterparts in TV.
In contrast to the P domains for which reliable fitting of calicivirus crystal structures into
TV densities was only achievable for the well-resolved A/B dimers but not the flexible
C/C dimers, the S domains of all the subunits A, B and C in TV were equally wellresolved and fitted similarly well with the atomic model of rNV (Figure 4.6A). Moreover,
there were little changes in the relative positions of the S domains in subunits A, B and C
of rNV before and after being fitted into TV density. These fitting results indicate that the
S domains of the A, B and C subunits in TV are packed with respect to the icosahedral
axes in a way very similar to that of rNV, with the A/B and C/C dimers also adopting the
“bent” and “flat” conformations, respectively (Figure 4.6B). However, TV showed a
distinct alteration in the amino-terminal region, which is often referred to as the Nterminal arm (NTA). NTAs, ~30-50 residues at the N-terminus of the capsid proteins, are
suggested to be important molecular switches that determine the conformation of A/B
and C/C dimers and control the assembly of caliciviruses (Barcena et al., 2004; Chen et
al., 2006; Prasad et al., 1999) and many other T=3 viruses (Harrison, 2001; Rossmann
and Johnson, 1989; Sorger et al., 1986). Significant variations, including the number of
ordered and visible residues in different subunits, and the arrangement of the NTAs
beneath the icosahedral shell, have been observed among NTAs of caliciviruses from
different genera (Chen et al., 2006; Luque et al., 2012; Ossiboff et al., 2010; Prasad et al.,
1999). In the rNV structure, the NTA of B subunit is almost fully resolved while more
than half of the NTAs of A and C subunits are disordered. From the fitted rNV structure
in the TV density (Figure 4.6C), both TV and rNV had the NTAs of the A subunits
converge at the icosahedral 5-fold axes whereas NTAs of the B and C subunits extended
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towards the icosahedral 3-fold axes. The NTA of the TV subunit A was nearly
superimposed with the NTA of rNV A subunit, probably with a similar number of
ordered residues and an almost identical extending direction. However, the NTAs of the
TV B and C subunits differed from the corresponding NTAs of rNV in both the number
of resolved residues and the extending directions at the distal ends. In the TV structure,
the NTA of C subunit is the best resolved in contrast with rNV, in which the B subunit is
resolved best. Although the NTAs of the B and C subunits in TV and rNV exhibited
opposite configurations, they both appeared to employ interactions between the
neighboring B and C subunits to acquire and stabilize the “flat” conformation of the C/C
dimers. For rNV, the long ordered NTAs of the B subunits extend to the neighboring C
subunits to mediate the formation and stabilization of the “flat” conformation of C/C
dimers (Prasad et al., 1999). Likewise, TV had the longer C subunit NTAs interacting
with the neighboring B subunit to switch the capsid dimers to the “flat” conformer
(Figure 4.6C). In contrast to both TV and rNV, the NTAs of SMSV were nearly fully
resolved for all the subunits, with NTAs of the A and C subunits converging at the
icosahedral 3-fold axes while NTAs of B subunits centered around the icosahedral 5-fold
axes (Chen et al., 2006).
In the 10 Å-low pass filtered map of TV, connections between the S domain shell
and the inner shell beneath could be observed near the icosahedral 3-fold axes and also at
the 5-fold axes (at a slightly lower contour level) (Figure 4.6D). Similar connections have
been previously reported in a cryo-EM structure of the SMSV virion (Chen et al., 2004)
and could also be found in the FCV virion (EMDB: 1942). Thus, it is likely that these
connections should also be present in other calicivirus virions. Using the fitted rNV
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crystal structures as reference, stronger connections were seen below the S domains of
TV B subunits, and weaker connections could be observed beneath the A subunits, while
connections between the C subunits and IS were much less evident (Figure 4.6D). Since
the stronger connections were found close to the NTAs of the A and B subunits of TV, it
is possible that a portion of the disordered N-terminal residues in the A and B subunits
are involved in the interactions with the IS.

4.5
4.5.1

Discussion and conclusion

TV is potentially a more appropriate surrogate for human NoVs

Human NoVs, the major cause of acute gastroenteritis pandemics, are currently
understudied due to the lack of efficient in vitro culture systems and animal models. Our
structure revealed that TV is a calicivirus with both conserved and distinct features. In
terms of the overall architecture, TV exhibited the characteristic “arch-like” surface
density and 32 large hollows at icosahedral 3- and 5-fold axes; the capsid protein of TV
had the conserved fold of caliciviruses in both the S and P domains, all of which
supported the classification of TV into the Caliciviridae family. In addition, previous
structure comparison among the caliciviruses has suggested that viruses from different
genera show more pronounced changes in the S-P1-P2 inter-domain orientations than
viruses within the same genus (Chen et al., 2004). Thus, the fact that the TV A and B
subunits exhibited similar S-P1-P2 orientation with rNV further confirmed the close
relationship between TV and NoVs, previously indicated by the amino acid sequence
comparison (Farkas et al., 2008). In addition to these significant structural similarities,
TV utilizes HBGAs as cellular receptors, as do human NoVs (Farkas et al., 2010).
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Furthermore, TV infects primate rhesus monkeys which, compared to mice, are
evolutionarily more closely related to humans. All these properties make the cultivatable
TV an attractive surrogate for human NoVs that are still recalcitrant to in vitro cultivation.
4.5.2 The origin and the role of the highly flexible P domains of C/C dimers in TV
Another interesting observation of the TV structure was that the P domains of C/C
dimers were highly flexible and perhaps more flexible than most, if not all, other
caliciviruses with known structures based on the cross correlation analysis on P domains
of A/B and C/C dimers (Figure 4.5D). This raises the questions of how TV C/C dimers
obtain this highly flexible conformation for the P domains and why TV needs such
flexibility for its C/C dimers. The significantly reduced S-P1 interaction within the C
subunits is possibly the direct cause for the flexible P domains of C/C dimers, but how
this S-P1 inter-domain interaction reduction occurs is ambiguous. It is possible that the P
domains of TV C/C dimers are elevated from the S domains, probably similar to MNV
and GII.10 NoV (Hansman et al., 2012; Katpally et al., 2008; Katpally et al., 2010).
However, unlike MNV and GII.10 NoV, in which the P domains of both A/B and C/C
dimers are lifted and form a new network of inter-dimer interactions between the P
domains of neighboring dimers to stabilize the structure (Hansman et al., 2012; Katpally
et al., 2008; Katpally et al., 2010), the elevated P domains of TV C/C dimers alone lack
such inter-dimer stabilizing contacts and become highly flexible.
A recent cryo-EM study on the cultivatable FCV complex with fJAM-A, its
functional cell receptor, reveals that such virus-receptor interactions can initiate distinct
conformational changes in the A/B and C/C dimers of FCV, and the poorly resolved C/C
dimers are possibly in a more flexible conformation than A/B dimers in the virus-receptor
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complex (Bhella and Goodfellow, 2011). Thus, the significantly flexible P domains of
TV C/C dimers imply that the TV virion particles are likely to be in a pre-primed state for
interaction with the host cell. Moreover, since the C/C dimers displayed the most
significant deviation between TV and the non-cultivatable Norwalk virus structure (rNV,
PDB ID: 1ihm), it is tempting to propose that the flexible conformation of TV C/C
dimers is a critical factor for the propagation of TV in the cell culture. It is likely that
conformational changes of the capsid protein dimers, in particular the enhanced
flexibility of the P domains of C/C dimers, are necessary for the exposure of some buried
residues important for the efficient virus-cell interactions and the following steps of
uncoating and genome release of caliciviruses. This hypothesis is supported by the
suggested involvement of buried residues in FCV-receptor interaction (Ossiboff et al.,
2010) and GII NoVs interaction with antibody (Hansman et al., 2012). Though the
complete cell entry of TV might require additional factors (e.g., cell receptors), the preprimed flexible state of TV C/C dimers could facilitate interactions with host cells and
contribute to the successful in vitro propagation of TV.
4.5.3

The S-P1 hinges and resistance of caliciviruses to in vitro propagation

The conformation changes of caliciviruses are directly related to the flexibility of the
S-P1 hinge between the S domain and the P1 subdomain as revealed by the “extended”
conformation of MNV and GII.10 NoV (Hansman et al., 2012; Katpally et al., 2010), and
the twist and tilt of P domains in FCV upon receptor binding (Bhella and Goodfellow,
2011). The flexible S-P1 hinge may be also responsible for the significant flexibility of P
domains of TV C/C dimers. A previous study of FCV has suggested the importance of
the S-P1 hinge, especially the residue G329, in interactions with soluble fJAM-A receptor
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and the receptor-induced conformational changes (Ossiboff et al., 2010). Multiple
sequence alignment of the S-P1 hinge region of TV, NoVs, Vesiviruses and Lagovirus
revealed a clear pattern of residues of different chemical properties at the reported critical
residue G329 of FCV and the corresponding position of other caliciviruses (Figure 4.7).
Either Gly or non-polar Ile is at this position for the cultivatable caliciviruses, while polar
Thr or Ser is at the same position for non-cultivatable caliciviruses. This clear residue
pattern further suggests the importance of residue at this position. Nevertheless, more
studies are needed to further elucidate whether the residues in the S-P1 hinge are truly
related to human NoVs’ resistance to in vitro cultivation.

Figure 4.7 Multiple sequence alignment on the S-P1 flexible hinge region.
Sequences of TV, NoVs, Vesiviruses and Lagovirus were obtained from NCBI
GenBank, and aligned using the ClustalW2 online server. The figure was prepared in
Chimera program and the amino acids sequences were color using the “Clustal X”
scheme. The arrow indicates residue G329 in FCV and the corresponding residues in
other calicivirus strains. The asterisks (*) point to the conserved “FXXLXPP” motif
in the S-P1 hinge. The residue ranges of TV (193-220) and NV (211-230) are
labeled. Sequences above the long red line are from the non-cultivatable
caliciviruses, and those below the red line are sequences of caliciviruses having
permissive cell lines.
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4.5.4

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have determined a 6.3 Å cryo-EM structure of TV, which revealed
its close relationship with NoVs. Comparative analysis between TV, NoVs, Vesiviruses
and Lagovirus indicated the importance of conformational flexibility of caliciviruses (i.e.,
the highly flexible P domains of C/C dimers) to the virus-host cell interactions and the
consequent cell entry of caliciviruses. Further investigations on viral assembly and viruscell interactions are required to better understand the obstacles in the propagation of
human caliciviruses, especially human NoVs.
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CHAPTER 5. CONFORMATIONAL DYNAMICS RELATED TO TULANE VIRUSHISTO BLOOD GROUP ANTIGEN INTERACTIONS

5.1

Chapter overview

In this chapter, we investigated the Tulane virus-Histo blood group antigens
(HBGAs) interactions using the streptavidin-based affinity grids approach, by which we
have demonstrated that the affinity grid not only can provide a way to tackle samples of
low concentrations, but also provide a valuable and convenient platform for proteinprotein and/or protein-ligand interactions.
Tulane virus, isolated from Rhesus monkeys, belongs to the Caliciviridae family
and possesses significant similarities with the human pathogenic norovirus genus that is
causing acute gastroenteritis worldwide but is largely understudied due to the lack of
permissive cell line. HBGAs are complex glycans expressed on the surface of red blood
cells, some epithelial cells and in body secretions, for example, saliva and milk. HBGAs
are currently the only well-characterized cellular receptors of HuNoVs. X-ray
crystallographic studies of P domains of HuNoVs in complex with HBGAs have clearly
elucidated that HuNoVs bind with HBGAs through a conformational pocket formed by
residues at the distal surface of the protruding domains of capsid proteins. Association of
HBGA receptor binding and the HuNoV infection rate and susceptibility has been
observed in both the volunteer NoV challenge experiments and the NoV outbreaks,
which implies the potential vital roles of HBGA receptors in HuNoV infection. Taking
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advantage of the availability of TV virions from cell cultures, we for the first time
investigated the interactions between HBGA receptors and TV virions, which revealed
the potential roles of HBGA receptors in mediating genome release.

5.2

Introduction

Noroviruses (NoVs) are non-enveloped, single-stranded, positive-sense RNA
viruses in the Caliciviridae family, consisting of a T=3 icosahedral capsid of ~35-40 nm
in diameter (Katpally et al., 2010; Prasad et al., 1999; Yu et al., 2013). The NoVs are
critical human and animal pathogens. Rapid spreading of human noroviruses (HuNoVs)
in the population through contaminated surface, food and water, and by person-to-person
contact causes pandemic outbreaks of gastroenteritis with symptoms of nausea, vomiting
and diarrhea. Although HuNoVs are not lethal pathogens, seasonal HuNoVs outbreaks
severely threaten human health worldwide and cause serious economic loss of the society
(Johnston et al., 2007; Lindesmith et al., 2008). Unfortunately, neither treatments to
HuNoV infections nor efficient vaccines to control their rapid spreading are available at
present, which is to a large extent due to the lack of thorough knowledge of HuNoVs.
Studies of HuNoVs are mainly carried out using surrogate model systems, such as the
cultivable murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1) (Mumphrey et al., 2007) and virus like particles
(VLPs). However, the facts that MNV-1 infected mice do not develop the diarrhea
symptom as with HuNoV infected human beings, and that MNV-1 does not use the
HBGA receptors, significantly limits the usage of the MNV model system. The NoVs
VLPs were also not optimal given the lack of genome. Therefore, establishing a better
surrogate of HuNoVs is of great importance.
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Tulane virus (TV) was first isolated from the Rhesus monkeys in Tulane National
Primate Center in 2008 and later grouped as a novel Recovirus genus of Caliciviridae
family (Farkas et al., 2008). Based on genome and sequence analysis and also the
structural studies performed by us, this cultivable TV was found most closely related to
the norovirus genus, indicating that TV could possibly serve as a good surrogate of
HuNoVs.
Histo-blood group antigens (HBGAs), which are complex glycans expressed on the
surface of red blood cells, some epithelial cells and in some body secretions such as
saliva and milk (Ravn and Dabelsteen, 2000), are currently most well-characterized
cellular receptors of HuNoVs (Tan and Jiang, 2010). X-ray crystallographic studies of P
domains of HuNoVs in complex with HBGAs have clearly elucidated that HuNoVs bind
with HBGAs through a conformational pocket formed by residues at the distal surface of
the protruding domains of capsid proteins (Chen et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2008; Tan and
Jiang, 2010). Association of HBGA receptor binding and the HuNoV infection rate and
susceptibility has been observed in both the volunteer NoV challenge experiments
(Frenck et al., 2012; Hutson et al., 2002; Lindesmith et al., 2003) and the NoV outbreaks
(Tan et al., 2008; Thorven et al., 2005), which implies the potential vital roles of HBGA
receptors in HuNoV infection. Taking advantage of the availability of TV virions from
cell cultures, we for the first time investigated the interactions between HBGA receptors
and TV virions, which revealed the potential roles of HBGA receptors in mediating
genome release.
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5.3

Methods, results and discussion

5.3.1

HBGA-binding specificity of TV

Binding of TV with type B HBGA receptors have been previously reported (Farkas
et al., 2010). Recently collaborating with Dr. Xi Jiang’s group in Cincinnati Children's
Hospital Medical Center we have further demonstrated that TV also recognize A type-III
antigen in addition to the B type antigens, which was shown by correlation of saliva
binding to TV and to antibody of A type-III antigen in human saliva, and by specific
binding to synthetic A type III and type B oligosaccharides, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. TV-HBGA binding assays. Using ELISA assays, TV is found to
recognize the A-III and B type HBGAs. The top panel shows a correlation of the
binding of a panel of saliva to either TV or a monoclonal antibody against the AIII antigen. The bottom panel shows that TV binds to A-III and B-I to B-IV type
oligosaccharide conjugates. (Data from Dr. Xi Jiang’s group in Cincinnati
Children's Hospital Medical Center).
5.3.2

HBGA-triggered genome release-observation of empty particles using TEM

Previous studies of HuNoV-HBGA interaction have primarily focused on the
detection of binding and elucidation of HBGA-binding specificities of different HuNoV
strains using VLPs or P-domains (Hutson et al., 2002; Lindesmith et al., 2008; Tan et al.,
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2008). However, few studies have been performed with HBGA-bound virions, because of
the lack of HuNoV permissive cell lines and thus the difficulty in obtaining virion
samples. Taking advantage of our TV cell culture system and applying the affinity grid
approach for concentrating and immobilizing TV particles, we examined the type B

Figure 5.2. Negative stain TEM examination of type B HBGA-treated TV. A)
Control TV sample without any treatment. Only one broken particle out of a total
of 62 TV particles was observed. B) TV treated with type B HBGA. 264 empty
particles were found in a total of 1632 particles (~16%). C) ELISA assay to
confirm the binding of TV with type B HBGA (GlycoTech® 02-085).
HBGA-bound TV virion. Briefly, purified TV virion particles were pre-bound to TEM
grid coated with streptavidin-biotin type B HBGA. The sample grid was then incubated
with a drop (20-50µl) of synthetic type B HBGA (100 µg/ml, GlycoTech® 02-085) for
30-60 minutes at room temperature, followed with negative stain TEM imaging. After the
aforementioned type B HBGA incubation, a significant amount of empty particles (~16%)
were observed (Fig. 5.2B), while very few empty particles (<1.6%) were found in the
control samples (original purified TV (Fig. 5.2A), prebound TV particles without further
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incubation, or further incubated with solution lacking soluble HBGA). A similar result
(~11%) was obtained when the experiment was repeated with another synthetic type B
HBGA (GlycoTech® 01-085). Based on these observations, we hypothesize that the
cooperative actions of multiple HBGA molecules bound on a TV virion particle (via
further incubation with soluble HBGA) is needed to trigger TV to release its genome
while single or small number copies of bound HBGA (via pre-binding TV to a layer of
HBGA-biotin to streptavidin) is insufficient for triggering genome release. The
cooperativity in HBGA-triggered TV genome release will be further investigated in
following research.
5.3.3

HBGA-triggered genome release-cross validation by RT-PCR

Figure 5.3. Type B HBGA-triggered genome release of TV. A) Strong RT-PCR
signals were detected for TVs incubated with B antigen which was comparable to
a heat treated sample but stronger than that incubated with Lewis A. B-D)
Significant amounts of RNA release were detected by real time-PCR following
incubation of TVs with B antigen-specific saliva and synthetic oligosaccharides.
Positive control: Heated; Negative control: PBS buffer. The type A saliva used in
(C) was found to contain a low level of A-III antigens. (Data from Dr. Xi Jiang’s
group)
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To further test the type B HBGA triggered TV genome release, we performed RTPCR to measure the relative amount of TV genomic RNAs released from the virion. The
reverse transcription (RT) was performed using the GoScript RT system (Promega) and
the SYBR green PCR (Bio-Rad) was used in the real time PCR reaction. Significant
signals were obtained from intact TV virions incubated with type B HBGA and this level
of RNA release was much stronger than those incubated with unrelated HBGAs (Fig. 5.3).
The HBGA binding triggered TV genome release first observed by TEM was thus crossvalidated by RT-PCR. To our knowledge, these observations that binding of HBGA
receptors can trigger genome release of TV are the first discovery of HBGA receptormediated viral genome release.
5.3.4

HBGA-triggered conformational dynamics of TV

Expansion of TV virion after type B HBGA treatment. 3D structures of TV virion
with and without treatment of soluble type B HBGA (GlycoTech® 02-085) were
reconstructed using negative staining TEM images (Fig. 5.4A). Compared with the apo
native TV virion, the TV virion treated with type B HBGA had about 4% size expansion
with both the S domain and the P domain layers shifted slightly outward (Fig. 5.4B).
Identical imaging conditions (the same CM200 microscope and the same magnification)
were used to rule out potential cause of size variation from the magnification calibration
of the electron microscope. The same expansion was observed in the repeated experiment
with another synthetic type B HBGA (GlycoTech® 01-085). Moreover, the virion
expansion was also found when the more concentrated TV sample directly mixed with
type B HBGAs in the bulk solution (instead of TV prebound on grid surface). The ~4%
expansion of TV virion indicated that TV when binding with type B HBGAs would
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Figure 5.4. Type B HBGA-induced TV expansion. A) 3D reconstructions of TV
virion without (left) and with (right) type B HBGA treatment. The HBGA-bound
TV map at 17 Å was low-pass filtered to the same resolution as the apo-TV map.
B) Radial density profiles of untreated (black) and type B HBGAs treated TV
(red).
possibly undergo certain structural rearrangements to prime for genome release.
Interestingly, similar expanded virions (“A” particles) have been reported and
characterized for the receptor-, acidic pH- or heat-treated picornaviruses (e.g., poliovirus
(Strauss et al., 2013), rhinovirus (Bilek et al., 2011) and enterovirus 71 (Shingler et al.,
2013)). “A” particle of picornaviruses is the expanded (~4% size expansion), pre-primed
state for genome release with the N-terminus of the capsid protein VP1 and the interior
small capsid protein VP4 externalized to interact with the host cell for genome delivery.
The Serine/Threonine-rich N-terminus of TV VP1 and the interior protein VP2 with a
hydrophobic N-terminus could possibly be externalized in the presence of the HBGA
trigger and interact with the host cell membrane for genome release, possibly in a manner
similar to that of picornaviruses, given the extensive similarities between caliciviruses
and picornaviruses (Studdert, 1978). Kinetics and structural studies will be further
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performed to fully elucidate the conformational changes of TV after HBGA receptor
treatment and the mechanism of genomic RNA release in the follow-up research.
Empty TV particles. From the 3D reconstruction analysis of the empty particles (Fig.
5.5A), we found that the empty particles were probably in a conformation different from
that of the intact virions (both the native and the expanded), as evidenced by the
obviously weakened densities connecting the P and S domains of B subunit (Fig. 5.5B).

Figure 5.5. Empty TV particle. A) 30-Å empty TV structure. B) zoom in views of
empty (left) and native (right) TV maps. Solid arrow points to the strong densities
linking the P domain and the S domain of native TV B subunit. Dashed arrow
indicates the weaker connection in empty particle. C) Radial density distributions of
native TV virion (black) and empty particles (blue).
In addition, we observed that the P domains of C/C dimers, which were highly flexible
and with poorer density quality in the native virion (Yu et al., 2013) but were stabilized in
the expanded TV virion-HBGA complex structure presumably through interaction with
HBGA receptors (Fig. 5.5A), were again flexible in the empty capsid structure. These
changes in capsid structure maybe related to the genome release process. The size of
empty particle was possibly close to that of native virion from the aligned peaks for S
domain (Fig. 5.5C). A high-resolution structure will be required to thoroughly
characterize the conformational changes in this state of TV.
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Figure 5.6. Asymmetrically deformed TV particles triggered by type B HBGA.
A) Particle images. Yellow-boxed particles are those with protruding densities at one
side of the particles. B) Projections and C-D) surface view of 3D reconstructions of
deformed particles.
Asymmetric deformation of TV virions: protruded density at one side of TV virion. In
addition to the expanded and the empty TV particles that maintain the icosahedral
symmetry of the capsid, interestingly, we also found some asymmetrically deformed
particles in the TV-type B HBGA mixture. As shown in Fig. 5.6A, when TV virions were
incubated with type B HBGAs (~80 µg/ml) for 1.5 hour at room temperature, a large
portion of the virions were asymmetrically deformed with densities protruding out of the
overall round-shaped virion surface. Experiments repeated with lower HBGA
concentrations and longer incubation times also resulted in similar virion deformation.
However, very few deformed and empty particles were found in the control group
without type B HBGAs even after 12 hours at room temperature. These observations
indicated that the asymmetric deformation of TV was caused by the binding of HBGA.
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However, the origin of these protrusion densities, i.e. partially released RNA or protein
capsid, needs to be further clarified. Except the protruding densities, the majority of the
virion maintained the round shape and probably also the icosahedral symmetry (Fig. 5.6B
“icos proj” column). Preliminary 5-fold symmetric reconstruction using our asymmetric
reconstruction technique(Guo and Jiang, 2014; Guo et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2006)
resulted in extra densities at a 5-fold vertex of the icosahedron (Fig. 5.6D) and the
projections of the 5-fold reconstruction match well the locations of asymmetric
protrusion in the particle images (Fig. 5.6B “c5 proj” column). A larger dataset will be
collected to relax the imposed 5-fold symmetry and perform true asymmetric
reconstructions (i.e. without assuming any symmetry) to determine the exact location of
asymmetric protrusion densities in the following work. Whether these asymmetrically
deformed particles are additional intermediates in the HBGA-triggered genome release
process or they belong to an alternative pathway is currently unclear but will be further
investigated using kinetics studies.

Figure 5.7. Working model for HBGA receptor-mediated TV genome release.
Four major states are illustrated including the initial native TV virion, the expanded
TV virion, asymmetrically deformed intermediate state for genome release, and the
end state of emptied TV particles.
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In conclusion, these studies strongly indicated that the binding of HBGA receptors
to TV could trigger capsid conformational changes leading to TV genome release. As
illustrated in Figure 5.7, once binding with sufficient copies of HBGA receptors, the TV
virion would undergo conformational changes that would lead to formation of the
expanded icosahedral virions. Subsequently, one side of the expanded virion would
probably continue to rearrange locally to form the RNA egress “gate”, which results in
the formation of the asymmetrically deformed particles. Finally, the genomic RNA would
exit through the “gate”, leaving behind the empty TV particles that regain the icosahedral
symmetry. However, whether this HBGA-receptor trigged genome release is involved in
real host infection of TV remains to be investigated in the context of host cells.
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CHAPTER 6. SINGLE PARTICLE CRYO-EM OF HYBRID NANOPARTICLES
WITH ELECTRON-DENSES COMPONENTS

6.1

Chapter overview

This chapter is about one of the side projects I have worked on during my PhD study.
In this work, with the help of my advisor Dr. Wen Jiang and my collague Rui Yan, we
have devloped an image processing method for hybrid particles with electron-dense
components.
Single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), accompanied with 3-D
reconstruction, is a broadly applicable tool for the structural characterization of
macromolecules and nanoparticles. Recently, the cryo-EM field has pushed the limits of
this technique to higher resolutions and samples of smaller molecular mass, however,
some samples still present hurdles to this technique. Hybrid particles with electron-dense
components, which have been studied using single particle cryo-EM yet with limited
success in 3-D reconstruction due to the interference caused by electron-dense elements,
constitute one group of such challenging samples. To process such hybrid particles, a
masking method is developed in this work to adaptively remove pixels arising from
electron-dense portions in individual projection images while maintaining maximal
biomass signals for subsequent 2-D alignment, 3-D reconstruction and iterative
refinements. As demonstrated by the success in 3-D reconstruction of an octahedron
DNA/gold hybrid particle, which has been previously published without a 3-D
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reconstruction, the devised strategy that combines adaptive masking and standard single
particle 3-D reconstruction approach has overcome the hurdle of electron-dense elements
interference, and is generally applicable to cryo-EM structural characterization of most, if
not all, hybrid nanomaterials with electron-dense components. This part of work has been
published with Guimei Yu as the first anthor (Yu et al., 2015).

6.2

Introduction

Single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), with constant advancements to
provide more and higher resolution structural information for a broader spectrum of
samples,(Bai et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2008; Kuhlbrandt, 2014; Liao et al., 2013; Liu et al.,
2010; Scheres, 2014) is currently widely applied for structural characterization of
macromolecules at subnanometer to near-atomic resolutions in biological science and
related fields. In recent years, this technique has been further introduced to the
nanotechnology-related researches to characterize in vitro synthesized nanoparticles.(Bai
et al., 2012; He et al., 2008; Kato et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2008) In contrast to this broad
applicability, there are also some types of samples that remain challenging to single
particle 3-D reconstruction, such as samples of small molecular mass (i.e., < 150 KDa for
proteinous specimens).
Hybrid particles composed of biomass and electron-dense elements, including both
natural and engineered particles,(Boskovic et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2006; Dixit et al.,
2006; Lo et al., 2010; McHugh et al., 2014; Montesano-Roditis et al., 2001; Sun et al.,
2007; Zhao et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2014) constitute another group of samples that pose
some challenges for single particle 3-D reconstruction. As such electron-dense
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components potentially interfere with the single particle structural analysis causing biased
or incorrect alignment of particles, 3-D structural determination of such hybrid particles
either was limited to low resolutions or completely failed.(Chen et al., 2006; MontesanoRoditis et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2011) This was also the case for our
recently published dataset of octahedral DNA nanocage encapsulating a gold
nanoparticle,(Zhang et al., 2014) which show well-maintained octahedron-like cages in
the cryo-EM 2-D images yet failed to be reconstructed in 3-D with both our in housedeveloped program jspr(Guo and Jiang, 2014) and other single particle 3-D
reconstruction programs (e.g., RELION(Scheres, 2012)).
Motivated by this challenge of solving 3-D structures of hybrid particles with
electron-dense components, we devised and verified a single particle 3-D reconstruction
strategy for these hybrid particles, in which pixels from electron-dense elements (referred
to as “gold” pixels) were computationally removed and only the biomass signal was
included in the particle orientation determination. To the end of iterative refinements with
masked images without “gold” pixels, the final parameters of Euler angles and centers
were applied to the corresponding original hybrid particles to generate a final 3-D map.
Specifically, we developed a new algorithm in a Python script “maskGold.py”
(Supplementary Script 1), by which adaptive masks according to the distribution of such
bright pixels in individual images were generated to remove electron-dense components
with minimal loss of the biomass signals. The Otsu thresholding(Otsu, 1979) and random
walker segmentation(Grady, 2006) methods were applied to separate pixels of electrondense components (“gold pixels”) from those of biomass and background (“nongold
pixels”). The described 3-D reconstruction strategy was first tested with simulated hybrid
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particles using our previously published, resolvable phage T7 datasets(Guo et al., 2014;
Yu et al., 2014) and followed with tests on experimental hybrid particles, both of which
worked successfully. In conclusion, we have devised a way to perform successful single
particle 3-D reconstruction of hybrid particles with electron-dense element clusters, and
as indicated by our test with simulated data, subnanometer or even better resolutions
could potentially be achieved if the biomass structures of the hybrid particles are largely
homogeneous.

6.3
6.3.1

Experimental section

Simulation of hybrid particles

A Python script, “simGold.py” (Supplementary Script 2), was developed based on
the “skimage.draw” and “skimage.morphology” modules in scikit-image package,(van
der Walt et al., 2014) and some functions from the EMAN2 library,(Tang et al., 2007) to
simulate “gold” of different shapes, sizes and positions, and generate hybrid particles.
Multiple shapes including circle, ellipse, triangle, rectangle, octagon, diamond, and star
have been included in the simulation. Initially, all pixels inside simulated shapes were set
to pixel values of “1”, while those outside were “0”. By multiplying a specified number
(“--marker_pixel” in simGold.py), we could vary the brightness of simulated “gold” cores.
Original cryo-EM images were first normalized using the “normalize.circlemean”
processor in EMAN2.(Tang et al., 2007) Briefly, an annulus of two pixels at a specified
radius that was large enough to ensure no particle densities included, was used to
estimate and normalize the background noise of each image to mean=0, sigma=1. The
“gold” images were added to the normalized images to generate the hybrid particles.
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Two experimental cryo-EM image sets were used to simulate hybrid particles. First,
a previously published small dataset (258 particles) of phage T7His capsid II(Yu et al.,
2014) was used for simulation using simGold.py to evaluate and validate our proposed
methods on selective masking and 3-D reconstruction of hybrid particles (see more at
Methods 4.2, 4.3). Second, a larger dataset of phage T710A MLD capsid II particles
previously resolved to 3.5 Å resolution(Guo et al., 2014) was used for demonstration of
feasibility of high-resolution 3-D reconstruction of hybrid particles. In this study, 5,000
particles with a sampling rate of 2.2 Å/pixel were randomly selected from this dataset for
hybrid particle simulation and high-resolution image processing. “Gold” particles with
circle to ellipse shapes, diameters of 140-180 pixels, intensities of 10-12, and ±4 pixels
center offsets were generated and applied to the normalized images of T7 MLDII using
simGold.py as described above.
6.3.2

MaskGold.py

Masking of the “gold” pixels from TEM images was performed using the maskGold.py
algorithm that we developed using functions from EMAN2(Tang et al., 2007) and the
numpy and scikit-image python packages. Images of hybrid particles were first rescaled
to the pixel value range of -1 to 1, which will be the input to determine an optimal
threshold for separating pixels from heavy (“gold” pixels) and light elements (“nongold”
pixels) and dividing them into two classes, “gold” and “nongold”. Otsu’s thresholding
method(Otsu, 1979) was used to identify the optimal threshold (TOtsu) that maximizes the
inter-class variance while minimizing that of the intra-class. Due to noises, simple binary
classification of the pixels based on this threshold will inevitably misassign both “gold”
and “non-gold” pixels, often as scattered speckles in their respective regions. We thus
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further optimized the algorithm with an additional segmentation step that also takes
consideration of spatial distribution of the pixels instead of only the pixel values. Pixels
with values smaller than TOtsu-0.5σ are assigned as seeds for “non-gold” regions, while
pixels with values larger than TOtsu+0.5σ are assigned as seeds for “gold” regions, and the
rest pixels (between TOtsu-0.5σ and TOtsu+0.5σ) remain unassigned. Then, an anisotropic
diffusion based random walker segmentation algorithm(Grady, 2006) was used to
adaptively grow both sets of seed pixels to generate contiguous image segments
corresponding to the “gold” and “nongold” regions, respectively. The segments were
saved in mask image files compatible with EMAN2 and applied to mask the TEM images
with the ”nongold” pixels normalized (mean=0, sigma=1). After maskGold.py processing,
two image files will be generated, including a .masked file with “gold” masked that can
be used for single particle cryo-EM image processing, and a .norm file which is
normalized using only the “nongold” pixels (mean=0; sigma=1) but keeping the “gold”
region unmasked. Such normalization of hybrid particles in the .norm file, adjusted pixels
of biomass in all the 2-D images to a similar grey level without being disturbed by the
variable “gold”, which is essential for proper single particle 3-D reconstructions.(Sorzano
et al., 2004) A final 3-D model of both the “gold” and “nongold” regions can be
reconstructed in a single 3-D map using the normalized, non-masked images (.norm) and
the alignment parameters from corresponding masked images. Both simGold.py and
maskGold.py can be downloaded here: https://github.com/jianglab/HybridNanoParticles.
6.3.3

Single particle 3-D reconstruction methods

Particles were selected using e2boxer.py in EMAN2.(Tang et al., 2007) Contrast
transfer function (CTF) estimation was performed using fitctf2.py.(Jiang et al., 2012) For
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hybrid particles with electron-dense components, bright pixels were masked out using
maskGold.py as described above. Single particle 3-D reconstruction was mainly
performed using the in-house developed program jspr with truly independent
reconstruction strategy, in which the masked images were split into two halves and
processed independently.(Guo and Jiang, 2014) Small subsets of particles were randomly
chosen from individual half datasets, separately, assigned with random Euler angles and
refined till convergence to obtain de novo initial models. Using the initial models as
references, 2-D alignment was performed using the “projection matching” method and 3D models were reconstructed with the “direct Fourier inversion” approach.(Guo and
Jiang, 2014) Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) of 3-D models from the two half datasets
was calculated and the 0.143 cutoff was used to estimate the resolution of 3-D
reconstructions.(Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003; Scheres and Chen, 2012)
6.3.4

Experimental hybrid particle datasets

DNA/AuNP hybrid particles. Cyro-EM images of octahedral DNA nanocage/gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) were used as the primary experimental hybrid particle dataset for
testing the proposed methods in the present work. This dataset was previously published
without a 3-D reconstruction.(Zhang et al., 2014) The digitized images were binned 4 × 4,
resulting in a final sampling rate of 3.82 Å/pixel. More details on experimental
generation of oct DNA/AuNP hybrid particles and cryo-EM imaging conditions can be
found in the publication.(Zhang et al., 2014)
Iron-storage encapsulin nanocompartments. A recent study has reported the
discovery and characterization of a new iron-storage encapsulin nanocompartment from
Myxiciccus xanthus.(McHugh et al., 2014) A cryo-EM micrograph of this native
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encapsulin nanocompartment shown as Figure 2A in original publication(McHugh et al.,
2014) was reused to test masking by maskGold.py with subsequent single particle 3-D
reconstruction analysis.

6.4
6.4.1

Results

The increased “gold” intensities made 3-D reconstruction more challenging

Figure 6.1. Simulated hybrid particles of phage T7His capsid II and “gold”
cores with various intensities. (a) Simulated T7His CII/gold hybrid particles with
“gold” of different intensities: “0”, “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “6” and “10”. (b) De novo
initial model of phage T7His capsid II reconstructed from these simulated hybrid
particles.
To better understand the effects caused by the incoherent bright densities in 2-D
images, we used a small, previously published phage T7His capsid II particle dataset(Yu
et al., 2014) to simulate hybrid particles with central “gold” of different intensities,
followed by single particle 3-D reconstruction analysis. Prior to adding the bright “gold”
densities, each 2-D image was first normalized by adjusting the mean value of
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background noise to 0 and sigma to 1. After such normalization, each pixel value reflects
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As shown in Figure 6.1, hybrid particles with simulated
central “gold” of different intensities were generated and processed independently using
jspr(Guo and Jiang, 2014) to evaluate their ability in giving correct initial models. As
predicted, the interference of “gold” pixels with 2-D alignment became more severe with
the increase of “gold” pixel intensities; A “gold” core with intensity of 4 and higher
above the icosahedral shell signal made the initial model building of phage T7 capsid II
to fail (Fig 6.1). Such mimics of hybrid particles with central cores of different intensities,
although largely simplified when compared to real hybrid particles in terms of potential
variations of size, intensity and position, CTF modulation, etc., confirmed that the
presence of strong incoherent bright pixels in TEM images is problematic to single
particle cryo-EM 3-D reconstruction.
6.4.2

MaskGold.py, an adaptive robust masking method

One natural way to address such hybrid particle 3-D reconstruction challenge is to
mask out all the bright pixels of “gold” yet preserve the coherent biomass signals in the
2-D images for the alignments of particles during single particle 3-D reconstruction. To
suffice this need, we developed a bright pixels masking algorithm, maskGold.py, based
on Otsu thresholding(Otsu, 1979) and random walker segmentation methods,(Grady,
2006) both of which are available in the scikit-image Python library(van der Walt et al.,
2014) (see Methods section of this chapter 6). This image masking method has several
attractive properties, including its robustness, sensitivity and minimized loss of biomass
signal. As shown in Figure 6.2a, simulated hybrid particles of T7His CII/”gold” with
different central “gold” intensities were tested using maskGold.py. Accurate masks were
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Figure 6.2. Adaptive masking of “gold” cores with different intensities, sizes,
shapes, positions and amounts using maskGold.py. (a) Masking of T7His
CII/”gold” hybrid particles containing “gold” of different intensities. (b) Masking of
T7His CII/”gold” hybrid particles with “gold” of different sizes, amounts, positions
and shapes (all with an intensity of 10). “Original Image”: Input for maskGold.py.
“Mask”: the mask generated by maskGold.py for “gold” pixels. “Masked Image”:
Output of maskGold.py.
robustly generated for all the hybrid particles containing central “gold” with intensities of
4-10. Proper masks could also be generated even for hybrid particles with central “gold”
of intensity 3 that still gave correct 3-D models in single particle 3-D reconstruction (Fig.
6.1). Masks for some of the hybrid particles with central “gold” of intensity 2, however,
did cover portions of CII pixels. Furthermore, we simulated T7His CII/”gold” hybrid
particles with “gold” of different sizes, shapes, positions and numbers, and tested with
maskGold.py. Masks corresponding to the sizes, shapes, positions and numbers of
simulated “gold” were generated precisely with minimum overlapping with non-gold
pixels using the same set of parameter values of maskGold.py (Fig. 6.2b). All these tests
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confirmed that maskGold.py could be a promising, robust masking method for a variety
of hybrid particles with different metal cores, which accomplished the first step of 3-D
reconstruction of hybrid particles.
6.4.3

Successful 3-D reconstructions of simulated hybrid particles

Single particle 3-D reconstruction analysis was performed again for simulated phage
T7His CII/”gold” hybrid particles after masking out “gold” pixels using maskGold.py.
As expected, correct initial models were successfully obtained with the masked images
(Fig. 6.3). To further test the possibility of using maskGold.py-processed particles for

Figure 6.3. Single particle 3-D reconstruction of T7His10B CII/”gold” hybrid
particles masked with maskGold.py. Numbers 3, 4, 6, 10 represent the intensities
of simulated “gold” density.
high-resolution single particle 3-D reconstruction, 5,000 particles were randomly selected
from another previously published, high-quality phage T7 MLD capsid II (MLDII)
dataset that resulted in a 3.5Å resolution structure.(Guo et al., 2014) In order to better
mimic the real situation, hybrid particles were simulated with variations of “gold” in
shapes (circle to ellipse), sizes (140-180 pixels in diameter), positions (-4 to 4 pixels off
center of box) and intensities (10-12); MaskGold.py was used to mask out “gold” and
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generate masked images (Fig. 6.4a). Single particle 3-D reconstructions were attempted

Figure 6.4. High resolution 3-D reconstruction of simulated T7MLDII/”gold”
particles. (a) Representative images of original T7MLDII particles, simulated
hybrid particles, and particles with “gold” masked with maskGold.py. (b) 3-D
reconstructions of original T7MLDII (top) and maskGold.py-masked particles
(bottom). (c) Fourier Shell Correlation curves for 3-D reconstructions of original
T7MLDII (black) and maskGold.py-masked particles (purple), which indicate
resolutions of 7.1 Å (black) and 7.3 Å (purple), respectively, based on the 0.143
cutoff criterion. (d) Fitting of T7MLDII atomic structure (PDB ID: 3J7W) into an
asymmetric unit in 3-D map of maskGold.py-masked particles.
for the simulated hybrid particles, particles with “gold” masked, and the corresponding
original MLDII particles. Consistent with our aforementioned simulation shown in Figure
6.1, no correct initial models were obtained for the hybrid particles, while both the
original and the masked particles gave correct, good-quality models (Fig. 6.4b).
Additionally, we found that even starting with a good initial model, the iterative
refinement of the simulated hybrid particles readily drifted to wrong models after only
one round of 2-D alignment, regardless of the scoring functions used, such as cross
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correlation coefficient (CCC), phase residual, Fourier ring coefficient (FRC)(Vanheel,
1987) and dot (Fig. 6.5). These results confirmed again that the presence of incoherent
bright pixels in 2-D images would cause problems in single particle 3-D reconstruction.

Figure 6.5. Interference of bright pixels with 2-D alignment when using
different scoring functions. (a) The cross-section of a model of T7MLDII in the
iterative refinement process, and updated models after one round of refinement
using original T7MLDII (b) and simulated T7MLDII/”gold” hybrid particles (c)
with different scoring functions including cross correlation coefficient (CCC), phase
residual, Fourier ring coefficient (FRC) and dot.
Iterative refinements with original particles and masked hybrid particles resulted in
models of 7.1Å and 7.3 Å resolutions, respectively (Fig. 6.4c), from which the secondary
structural elements (i.e., α helix and β sheet) of phage T7 capsid protein (gp10) were
resolved (Fig. 6.4d). The slightly worse quality of the map from masked images
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compared to the one from original images was understandable, considering the loss of
“top” and “bottom” information of MLDII particles after masking. By applying the 2-D
alignment parameters (orientations and centers) of masked images (.masked) to the
corresponding hybrid particles (.norm), a final 3-D map for hybrid particles was
generated with an icosahedral shell of virtually identical quality to the one from masked
images (Fig. 6.6).

Figure 6.6. A final 3-D reconstruction of simulated T7MLD CII/”gold”. (a)
The cross section perpendicular to the icosahedral 5-fold axis. (b) The final 3-D
map of T7MLD CII/”gold” and the inset showing the fitting with T7MLDII atomic
structure (PDB ID: 3J7W). (c) illustrates the Fourier Shell Correlation curves of
maskGold.py-masked particles (purple) and the hybrid particle (blue) 3-D
reconstructions.
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6.4.4

Image processing strategy for hybrid particles with electron-dense components

After these tests with simulated T7/”gold” particles, we summarized a strategy for
single particle image processing of hybrid particles by combining maskGold.py masking
with our truly independent single particle 3-D reconstruction method.(Guo and Jiang,
2014) As illustrated in Figure 6.7, after preprocessing (i.e., particle picking and CTF
parameters determination and correction), hybrid particles were first masked using

Figure 6.7. The flowchart of single particle 3-D reconstruction of hybrid
particles with electron-dense components.
maskGold.py resulting in two sets of particles, the normalized ones (.norm, with the
nongold pixels normalized to mean=0 and sigma=1) and the masked ones (.masked)
derived from the normalized images (.norm) yet with gold pixels masked. The whole
dataset of masked images was then split into two halves, “e” and “o” subsets, from which
initial models and iterative refinements were performed independently. Resolution of the
reconstruction was estimated based on the Fourier Shell Correlation between models
from “e” and “o” subsets, and a final map of the hybrid particles could be obtained by
pooling the two halves and applying the refinement parameters of masked particles
(.masked) to the corresponding normalized particles (.norm). Although we have depicted
this single particle 3-D reconstruction strategy of hybrid particles mainly based on our in-
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house developed program jspr,(Guo and Jiang, 2014) this strategy could be easily
adapted to other single particle 2-D classification and 3-D reconstruction programs.
6.4.5

3-D reconstruction of octahedron DNA/gold hybrid particles

We re-visited our previously published octahedral DNA/AuNP hybrid particle
dataset(Zhang et al., 2014) and processed this dataset using the image processing strategy

Figure 6.8. MaskGold.py masking and single particle 3-D reconstruction of
octahedral DNA/AuNP hybrid particles. (a) Representative cryo-EM images of
octahedral DNA/AuNP hybrid particles, and their corresponding masks and masked
images generated by maskGold.py. (b) 3-D reconstruction of octahedral
DNA/AuNP hybrid particles, with the map shown at two different views. (c)
Fourier Shell Correlation curve. (d) The theoretical 3-D model of octahedral
DNA/AuNP hybrid particle based on initial design (Reprinted with permission.
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society).
described above (Fig. 6.7). As shown in Figure 6.8a, cryo-EM images of this hybrid
particle show a DNA shell wrapping around a AuNP close to the center of the shell; The
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average diameter of encapsulated AuNPs was around 5 nm with obvious size variation,
therefore a regular fixed size mask for AuNPs in the images could not work optimally.
Using maskGold.py, precise masks according to the size, shape and position of AuNPs
were generated to remove the bright pixels of AuNPs. A final reconstructed 3-D map of
24 Å resolution was obtained (Fig. 6.8b/c), which showed an octahedron cage with ~14
nm long edges encapsulating a high-intensity sphere from averaged AuNPs. On each
edge of the octahedron, there were two inward-protruding densities that could be
attributed to the hybridized DNA strands linking the DNA nanocage with the
encapsulated AuNP. Due to the size/position variations of encapsulated AuNPs as shown
in Figure 6.8a, the DNA strand connections on AuNP surface were not observed in the
reconstruction. Nevertheless, all other structural features shown in our reconstruction of
octahedron DNA/AuNP hybrid particle agreed very well with the design (Fig. 6.8d). In
summary, the successful reconstruction of the octahedron DNA/AuNP hybrid particle
with structural details matching initial design, demonstrated that our single particle 3-D
reconstruction strategy is applicable to experimental hybrid particles with highly
electron-dense, incoherent components.
6.4.6

3-D reconstruction of iron-encapsulated encapsulin nanocompartment

We also tested our hybrid particle 3-D reconstruction method on an iron-storage
encapsulin nanocompartment that has recently been discovered and
characterized.(McHugh et al., 2014) Four native encapsulin nanocompartment particles
were extracted from a published figure(McHugh et al., 2014) and processed using our
method. As shown in Figure 6.9a, pixels arising from encapsulated irons were masked
successfully using maskGold.py with minimal over-masking of the encapsulin
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Figure 6.9. MaskGold.py masking of bright pixels from irons encapsulated
inside encapsulin nanocompartments in cryo-EM images, and single particle
3-D reconstruction. (a) “Original Image”: Four iron-encapsulated encapsulin
nanocompartment particles extracted from the published figure (Reproduced with
permission. Copyright 2015, John Wiley and Sons); and the corresponding masks
and masked images generated by maskGold.py processing. (b) 3-D map
reconstructed from the four masked particles in (a); (c) A 3-D map of iron-free
encapsulin nanocompartments (EMDB-5953) low-pass filtered to similar
resolution as (b).
nanocompartment shells. Benefitting from the high symmetry (i.e., icosahedral), single
particle 3-D reconstruction was successfully performed using only these four masked
images (Fig. 6.9a, masked image). A low resolution (~40 Å) 3-D model was obtained
(Fig. 6.9b), which agreed well to the published encapsulin structure (EMDB-5953) that
was reconstructed from purified iron core-free particles and low-pass filtered to similar
resolution (Fig. 6.9c). This test with iron-storage encapsulin further confirmed that our
maskGold.py algorithm works well for both higher (e.g., Au) and lower (e.g., iron)
intensity inorganic cores.
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6.5

Discussion and conclusion

Single particle cryo-EM 3-D reconstruction assumes that all the 2-D images
represent different projection views of a common 3-D structure, and therefore, the
homogeneity of samples is one of the most critical factors for achieving convergent 3-D
reconstruction. Another critical factor in single particle 3-D reconstruction is the low
SNR of projection images due to low-dose imaging to minimize radiation damages to
bioorganic structures. For most biological samples, noises mainly arise from electron
scattering by buffer solutions and the grid substrate if continuous carbon is used. For the
hybrid particles with electron-dense cores, however, the strong electron scattering by the
heavy metal elements (e.g., Au) causes extra and much stronger incoherent signals
superimposed on the coherent biomass signals (e.g., DNA cage). Since cryo-EM of
typical biological samples is already severely limited by low SNR, such additional
dominant interfering signals from heavy metal elements would erroneously bias the 2-D
alignment and make it challenging to obtain convergent 3-D models of these hybrid
particles.
In the present work, we have established a strategy for single particle cryo-EM 3-D
reconstruction of hybrid particles with electron-dense components, in which a critical
masking step was integrated into the standard procedure of single particle 3-D
reconstruction. We have developed an adaptive “gold” pixels masking algorithm,
maskGold.py, which as proven by our tests can mask out electron-dense components
efficiently and accurately, regardless of the variations among particles. Importantly, using
this single particle 3-D reconstruction strategy, we have successfully solved the structure
of a previously unresolvable octahedral DNA/AuNP hybrid particle(Zhang et al., 2014)
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to ~24 Å using about 300 particles, which demonstrated the potential of using the devised
3-D reconstruction strategy to characterize other DNA and/or protein nanocage/metal
hybrid materials.
In order to test whether hybrid particles can be reconstructed to high resolutions (i.e.,
subnanometer), we used some previously published high quality phage T7 MLD capsid II
images(Guo et al., 2014) to simulate a hybrid particle dataset, from which we found that
the simulated T7 MLD capsid II/”gold” hybrid particles could be reconstructed to a
similar resolution (~7.3 Å) as the original T7 MLD capsid II particles (~7.1 Å) using our
strategy. This indicates that although a portion of the top and bottom information of
hybrid particle with electron-dense part(s) was lost, subnanometer or possibly even
higher resolution 3-D reconstructions of hybrid particles can potentially still be achieved.
A major remaining concern about the cryo-EM and 3-D reconstruction technique
when addressing experimental biomass/metal hybrid particle data was CTF estimation
and correction, as the presence of metal elements might violate the weak phase object
(WPO) assumption that the current CTF model is based on(Yang et al., 2009) and
therefore cause improper correction of the CTF effect in TEM projection images. To
evaluate the differences in CTF parameters between hybrid particles and biomass
materials, we estimated the CTF parameters of several micrographs from the octahedral
DNA/AuNP hybrid particle dataset(Zhang et al., 2014) using empty areas without
particles, hybrid particles, and shells alone (Au pixels masked), respectively; We found
that the resulting CTF parameters, especially the most critical defocus values, were close
among them, although the estimation of the noise levels show some differences (Fig.
6.10). This implied that the concern about electron-dense particles perturbing CTF
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Figure 6.10. 1D power spectrum curves of oct DAN/AuNP cryo-EM
micrographs. (a) and (b) show the 1D power spectrum curves for two cryo-EM
micrographs. Black solid lines: calculated from empty areas without oct DAN/AuNP
particles; Blue solid lines: calculated from areas with oct DAN/AuNP particles. The
vertical dashed black lines point to peaks that aligned well between the carbon area
and the oct DAN/AuNP particle area.
determination and correction was probably not necessary when targeting at intermediate
resolutions. However, more systematical studies are required to test whether it would be a
problem for reaching higher resolutions.
In conclusion, we have developed and demonstrated a strategy for single particle 3D reconstruction of hybrid particles with incoherent electron-dense element clusters, the
presence of which has been shown problematic to single particle 3-D reconstruction
technique and caused failed 3-D reconstruction. This strategy can be easily adapted to
most single particle 3-D reconstruction programs and can serve as a general methodology
for single particle cryo-EM structural characterization of most hybrid nanomaterials with
coherent biomass frameworks yet with incoherent metal cores.
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